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Using this guide
Before using this guide, become familiar with the Exinda documentation system.

Documentation conventions
These documentation conventions apply across all of the Exinda documentation sets. All instances of
the following may not appear in this documentation

Typographical conventions
n

bold - Interface element such as buttons or menus. For example: Select the Enable checkbox.

n

italics - Reference to other documents. For example: Refer to the Exinda Application List. Also used
to identify in the various procedures the response the systems provide after applying an action.

n

> - Separates navigation elements. For example: Select File > Save.

n

monospace text - Command line text.

n

<variable> - Command line arguments.

n

[x] - An optional CLI keyword or argument.

n

{x} - A required CLI element.

n

| - Separates choices within an optional or required element.

Links
With the exception of the various tables of contents, all links throughout the documentation are blue.
Most links refer to topics within the documentation, but there may be links that take you to web pages on
the Internet. In this documentation we differentiate between these types of links by underlining only the
external links.

Tips, Notes, Examples, Cautions, etc.
Throughout this manual, the following table styles are used to highlight important information:
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n

Tips include hints and shortcuts. Tips are identified by the light blub icon.

TIP
text

n

Notes provide information that is useful at the points where they are encountered. Notes are
identified by the pin and paper icon.

NOTE
Text

n

Important notes provide information that is important at the point where they are encountered.
Important notes are identified by the amber triangle.

IMPORTANT
Text

n

Cautions provide warnings of areas of operation that could cause damage to appliances. Cautions
are identified by the orange triange.

CAUTION
Text

n

Examples are presented throughout the manual for deeper understanding of specific concepts.
Examples are identified by a pale green background.
EXAMPLE
Text

n

Best Practices are identified by the "thumbs-up" icon.
Best Practice:
It is a best practice to
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Chapter 1: Integrate with Active Directory
For more information, see the following:
Install the Exinda AD Connector

11

Installation Requirements

11

Installing the Exinda AD Connector

11

Providing the required permissions to the Exinda AD service

13

Add the Exinda Appliances to the Exinda AD Connector

15

The Exinda AD Connector port number

16

Changing the Exinda AD Connector port number

16

Select the information sent between the Exinda appliance and the Active Directory
server

17

Identify the Active Directory Server

18

Verify communication between the Active Directory server and the Exinda Appliance

19

Request updated user and group information from the Active Directory server

20

Exclude specific usernames from reports
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Install the Exinda AD Connector
To integrate Active Directory with the Exinda appliance, you need to install the Exinda AD Connector
service on a Windows server that can then connect to the Active Directory server. Each Exinda AD
Connector can talk to up to 20 Exinda appliances.
You can download the Active Directory Connector from the Configuration > System > Network
> Active Directory tab on the Exinda appliance. Click on the Microsoft Installer Executable link and
save the installer to a location that can be accessed by all Windows servers in the network.

Installation Requirements
n

The Exinda AD Connector is supported on the following platforms:
o

Windows Server 2003 SP2
When the Active Directory server is running Windows Server 2003 R2, the Exinda AD Connector
must be installed on the Active Directory server and cannot be installed on a remote server.

o

Windows Server 2008 SP2

o

Windows Server 2008 R2

o

Windows Server 2012

n

The Exinda AD Connector requires .NET Framework 4.0.

n

Logon Auditing must be enabled on the Active Directory server to install the Exinda AD Connector.

n

The WMI service must be started on the Active Directory server and on the server where the Exinda
AD Connector is installed.

n

The Active Directory server and the server where the Exinda AD Connector is installed require the
RPC Endpoint Mapper and LDAP ports open in your firewall. These ports are open by default. To
verify your settings, see http://support.microsoft.com/kb/179442.

Complete the following tasks to continue…
Installing the Exinda AD Connector (page 11)
Providing the required permissions to the Exinda AD service (page 13)

Installing the Exinda AD Connector
Use the following instructions to install the Exinda AD Connector.
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Before you begin…
Ensure that you have followed the Installation Requirements. See Install the Exinda AD Connector (page
11) for more information.

To install the Connector Service…
1. On the server where the Exinda Active Directory Connector should be installed, run the
installation file.
2. Read and accept the end-user license agreement, and then proceed through the screens, making the selections indicated below, and clicking Next where needed:
n

Specify the directory where the Exinda Active Directory Connector should be installed.

n

Select whether the Active Directory server is on this server or another server.
If the connector is not installed on the server with Active Directory, type the IP address or
hostname of the Active Directory server, and type the username and password of the
Administrator account on the Active Directory server.

IMPORTANT
When the Active Directory server is running Windows Server 2003
R2, the Exinda Active Directory Connector must be installed on
the Active Directory server and cannot be installed on a remote
server.

IMPORTANT
When installing the Exinda AD Connector on a server that is not a
domain controller, ensure that the account in charge of running
the service is an Active Directory domain admin account. See To
ensure the Exinda AD service has the appropriate permissions
below.
n

Optionally, type the Exinda appliance IP address or hostname, port number, and
administrator password. This step is optional because you can add an Exinda appliance after
the Exinda Active Directory Connector is installed.

n

In the Include log entries newer than the specified age field, specify the maximum age of
log entries (in seconds) to be analyzed and sent to the Exinda appliance when the Exinda
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Active Directory Connector service starts.
3. If any warnings are displayed, resolve the issues as specified in the dialog.
4. Click Install. Ensure Launch Exinda Active Directory Connector is selected, and click
Finish.
After the installation is finished, the Exinda Active Directory Connector starts automatically and
attempts to communicate with the configured Exinda appliance. When you first install the Exinda
Active Directory Connector, it may take 24 hours or longer to obtain all user to IP address mappings
as users progressively login.

Complete the following tasks to continue…
Providing the required permissions to the Exinda AD service (page 13)

Providing the required permissions to the Exinda AD service
When installing the Exinda AD Connector on a server that is not a domain controller, ensure that the
account in charge of running the service is an Active Directory domain admin account.
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To provide the required permissions…
1. Run Services.msc as an Administrator.

2. Find the entry for the Exinda AD service.
3. Right click on it and select Properties.
4. On the Log On tab, click Browse and select the domain and administrator account.
NOTE: The domain and slash (\) are required.
5. Type the Password and confirm.
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6. Click [OK] or [Apply] to save the changes.
7. Restart the service.

Complete the following tasks to continue…
Installing the Exinda AD Connector (page 11)

Add the Exinda Appliances to the Exinda AD Connector
Identify the Exinda appliance using this Exinda AD Connector to retrieve user and group information.

NOTE
Each installation of the Active Directory Connector can have
a maximum of 20 Exinda appliances connected to it.
If there are more than 20 Exinda appliances, install the
connector on multiple Windows servers and divide the
appliances across multiple instances of the Active Directory
Connector.
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In the Exinda AD Configuration Utility, on the Exinda Appliances tab, type the IP Address and
hostname of each appliance into an empty row. You will also need to type the Admin password for each
appliance. The port number refers to the port that the Exinda AD Connector is using to communicate
with the clients, and the Exinda appliance must all use the same port number. The default port number
of the Active Directory Client is 8015. See "The Exinda AD Connector port number" on page 16 for
details.
In the Sync interval field, identify how frequently the Exinda AD Connector contacts the Exinda
appliances to synchronize Active Directory user and group information. The default is 5 minutes.

Related Topics and Tasks
The Exinda AD Connector port number (page 16)

The Exinda AD Connector port number
By default, port 8015 is used to communicate Active Directory information between the Exinda AD
Connector and the connected Exinda appliances. You should change the port number only if a conflict
necessitates the change. If you change the port on the Connector, you must also change the port on
each the Exinda appliances.

NOTE
Ensure that the firewall on the server running the Exinda AD
Connector is configured to allow inbound and outbound
traffic on the configured port.

Related Task
Changing the Exinda AD Connector port number (page 16)

Changing the Exinda AD Connector port number
If necessary, you can change the AD Connector port number using the following instructions. Changing
the port number requires that you do this on both the server hosting the AD Connector, and each of the
Exinda appliances.

To change the port number on the Exinda AD Connector
1. Launch the Exinda AD Configuration Utility.
2. Select the Exinda Appliances tab.
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3. Type a new port number in the field.
The default port number is 8015.

To change the port number on each Exinda appliance
1. Log into the Exinda Web UI.
2. Click Configuration, and from the System group, select Network > Active Directory.
3. Type the same port number you set above in the Exinda AD Configuration Utility.
4. Apply the changes.
5. Repeat these steps for each Exinda appliance that communicates with this instance of the Exinda
AD Connector.

To determine if the port change was successful on the Exinda appliance
Wait a few moments to ensure the information on the Active Directory tab updates with new
information:
n

IP Address – The IP address of the server running the Exinda AD Connector.

n

Windows Version – The version of Windows on the Active Directory server.

n

Version – The Exinda AD Connector version.

n

Agent Name – The Exinda AD Connector name.

n

Last Contact – The last time the Active Directory server was contacted.

Select the information sent between the Exinda appliance and
the Active Directory server
Specify what information is sent between the Active Directory server and the Exinda appliance. When
you first install the Exinda AD Connector, it may take a while to complete all user to IP address mappings
as each user needs to logon.

NOTE
User accounts that have been disabled on the Active
Directory server are not included in the data sent to the
Exinda appliances
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1. In the Exinda AD Connector, switch to the AD Server tab.
2. To send a list of users and groups to Exinda appliances when the service starts, select Send Active
Directory user and group information to Exinda appliances. The list of users and groups that is
sent to the appliance can be used to create user or group-based policy.
If this is not selected, only logged on users will be available to your Exinda appliances. Information
about groups will not be available. This information is obtained through an LDAP query against the
Active Directory server.

IMPORTANT
If there are multiple domain controllers, Sending the users/groups to the
Exinda appliances on startup should only be selected on one of the
domain controllers.

3. To include user names in monitoring reports, allow the login history to be analyzed.
a. To enable this option, select Analyze login history and send to Exinda appliance.
This information is obtained through a Windows Event Log query against the Active Directory
server.
b. In the Include log entries newer than the specified age field, specify the maximum age of log
entries (in seconds) to be analyzed and sent to the Exinda appliance when the Exinda AD
Connector service starts.
4. Click OK.

Identify the Active Directory Server
The Exinda AD Connector can be installed on any server in the network that has access to the Active
Directory server. If the Connector is installed somewhere other than on the Active Directory server, you
must specify the location and authentication credentials of the Active Directory server.

NOTE
You need to complete these instructions only if the Exinda
AD Connector is NOT installed on the Active Directory
server.

1. Launch the Exinda AD configuration utility, and switch to the AD Server tab.
2. Select another server, and then type the IP Address or the hostname of the Active Directory
server.
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3. To authenticate against the server, type the username and password of the Administrator account
on the Active Directory server.

Verify communication between the Active Directory server and
the Exinda Appliance
To ensure the communication between the Active Directory server and the Exinda appliance is
successful, you can quickly check the Active Directory tab on the Exinda appliance. Login to the Exinda
Web UI. Click Configuration, and from the System group, select Network > Active Directory.

NOTE
User accounts that have been disabled on the Active
Directory server are not included in the data sent to the
Exinda appliances

Verify the Active Directory server is listed, and that the service is Running.
When the Exinda appliance successfully communicates with the Active Directory Client, the following
information is displayed in the table:
n

Agent Name – The Active Directory server name.

n

IP Address – The IP address of the Active Directory server.

n

Version – The Exinda Active Directory Windows client version.

n

Windows Version – The Active Directory server Windows version.

n

Last Contact – The last time the Active Directory server was contacted.

If the service is not visible on the list, run the Event Viewer program on your Active Directory server, and
examine Windows logs:
1. From the Start menu select Control Panel > Administrative Tools.
2. Double-click Services, and verify the status of the Exinda AD service. If the service is stopped,
restart the service.
3. In the Windows Logs > Application area, a “Service started successfully” message should be
displayed from Exinda Networks Active Directory Connector.
If communications between the Active Director and the Exinda appliance are failing, an error
message from the Exinda Networks Active Directory Connector appears in these logs.
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Request updated user and group information from the
Active Directory server
If the list of users and groups using the Active Directory client appears to be out of date, erase all
username to IP address mappings and refresh the list sent from the Active Directory server.
1. With your browser, open the Exinda Web UI.
https://UI_IP_address.

2. Type the User Name and Password.
3. Click Login.
The Exinda Web UI appears.
4. Ensure you are in Advanced mode.
5. Click Configuration > System > Network, and switch to the Active Directory tab.
6. To clear user, group, and login data from the appliance and requests an update from the Active
Directory clients click Renumerate.

Exclude specific usernames from reports
You may have user accounts that should not be linked to IP addresses when reporting on the Exinda
appliance,such as the account used for signing SMB traffic. Configure the Exinda AD Connector to
prevent the IP address to username mapping being sent to the Exinda appliance.

Before you begin…
You need to understand the process of:
n

Requesting updated user and group from Active Directory (see Request updated user and group
information from the Active Directory server (page 20)).

n

Restarting the Active Directory service (see Change the state of the Exinda AD Connector (page
26)).

To exclude usernames
1. From the Start menu, click All Programs > Exinda Networks > Exinda AD Configuration Utility.
2. Select the Excluded Users tab.
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3. Click in the Ignored Users area and type the full username of each user to ignore.
Usernames are case sensitive. If the Active Directory has the user Domain/Test.User, and the
excluded list has the user as Domain/test.user, the traffic is not excluded.

NOTE
Regardless of the case of usernames in Active Directory,
the Exinda appliance displays the usernames with the first
name capitalized and the surname in lower case; for
example Domain/Test.user. Do not use the value in the
Exinda appliance when adding a username to the
Excluded list.

4. Click Apply.
5. Request updated user and group information from the Active Directory server.
6. Restart the Active Directory service.
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Chapter 2: Identify users using
applications on a Xenapp server
See the following for more information:
Identifying users

23

Install the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin

24

Add the Exinda AD Connector to the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin

24

Capture the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin Activity in a Log File

25

Change the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin Port Number

25

Request Updated User Information from the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin

26

Change the state of the Exinda AD Connector

26
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Identifying users
A Citrix XenApp server hosts a virtual desktop with pre-installed software that users with the correct
credentials can access as needed. This allows the company to provide access to commonly used
software without having to maintain and upgrade installations on each client computer in the network.
Because the Citrix XenApp server is treated as a single IP address by the Exinda appliance, and the
IP address of the clients connecting to the server are ignored, the Exinda appliance cannot include the
names of users who are accessing the applications on the XenApp server.

When a user on a client computer logs into a Citrix XenApp server (1), their IP address and user name
are captured by the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin and sent on to the Exinda AD Connector (2). The
connector then sends the user name and IP address of the XenApp user to the Exinda appliance to
include in reports (3).
Install and configure the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin to identify activity by specific users on the XenApp
server.
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Install the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin
The Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin sends the IP address and username of the user using the application
on the XenApp server to the Exinda AD Connector so the user names can be displayed in reports on the
Exinda appliances. The Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin must be installed on each Citrix XenApp server in
the network.

NOTE
The Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin is supported on Citrix
XenApp Servers version 6.0.

1. Download the installer the Exinda appliance.
a. Click Configuration > System > Network, and switch to the Active Directory tab.
b. Download the Microsoft Installer Executable.
2. Save the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin install to a location that can be accessed by the Citrix XenApp
server.
3. On the server where the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin should be installed, locate and double-click
installation file.
4. At the Welcome dialog, click Next.
5. Specify the directory where the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin should be installed and click Next.
6. Read the End-User License Agreement. Select I Agree and click Next.
7. To confirm the installation, click Next.
The Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin is installed.
8. When the installation is completed, click Close.

Add the Exinda AD Connector to the Exinda Citrix XenApp
Plugin
To ensure that user activity on the Citrix XenApp server is reported on the Exinda appliance, add the
connection details for the Exinda AD Connector to the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin.
1. Open the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin.
2. Select the Synchronization tab and double-click in the Location area of the first blank line.
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3. Type the IP address or hostname and port number of the computer where the Exinda AD Connector
is installed.

NOTE
The port number used to communicate between the
Exinda AD Connector and the Exinda Citrix XenApp
Plugin cannot be the same as the port number used to
communicate between the Exinda AD Connector and the
Exinda appliances.

4. In the Sync Interval field, define how frequently the Exinda AD Connector sends XenApp server
user information to the Exinda AD Connector. The default is 1 minute.
5. Click Apply.

Capture the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin Activity in a Log File
Depending on the logging level selected, the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin records various types of data
in a log file. The available log levels include Error, Warning, Info, and Verbose. By default, the log
sensitivity is Warning. The location of the log file and the level of detail recorded in the log file are
configurable.
1. Open the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin.
2. On the AD Server tab, specify the location where log files should be stored.
3. Switch to the Console tab and select the level of messages that are recorded in the log file from the
Log Sensitivity list.
4. Click Apply.
5. To view the contents of the log, on the Console tab click Open Log.

Change the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin Port Number
Identify the port on which the Exinda AD Connector is communicating to the connected Exinda Citrix
XenApp Plugins. The default port number is 8016.
1. Change the port number on the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin.
a. From the Start menu click All Programs > Exinda Networks > Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin
Configuration.
b. Switch to the Synchronization tab.
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c. Double-click the port number for the appropriate Exinda AD Connector and type the new port
number in the field.
d. Click OK.
2. Change the port number on the Exinda AD Connector.
a. From the Start menu click All Programs > Exinda Networks > Exinda AD Configuration
Utility.
b. Switch to the XenApp tab.
c. Type the port number in the field.
d. Click OK.

Request Updated User Information from the Exinda Citrix
XenApp Plugin
If the synchronizations of the user data between the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin and the Exinda AD
Connector are infrequent, trigger the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin to send the data to the Exinda AD
Connector immediately.
1. From the Start menu, click All Programs > Exinda Networks > Exinda AD Configuration
Utility.
2. Switch to the XenApp tab.
3. Click Renumerate.
The latest data is sent from the Exinda Citrix XenApp Plugin to the Exinda AD Connector.

Change the state of the Exinda AD Connector
Temporarily stop or disable the Active Directory integration to help with troubleshooting and to avoid
errors when modifying the Exinda AD Connector settings.
1. With your browser, open the Exinda Web UI.
https://UI_IP_address.

2. Type the User Name and Password.
3. Click Login.
The Exinda Web UI appears.
4. Ensure you are in Advanced mode.
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5. Click Configuration > System > Network, and switch to the Active Directory tab.
6. Modify the state of the Active Directory service.
n

To temporarily stop the Exinda AD Connector, click Stop.

n

If you are experiencing issues with the Exinda AD Connector, Restart the service.

n

If you no longer need the Exinda AD Connector running, click Disable.

n

If the service has been disabled, to start it again click Enable.
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Chapter 3: Add new applications to
Active Directory
See the following for more information:
Application Objects

30

What L7 signature options are there?

32

Adding a new application

37
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Example: How to create a custom application based on the HTTPS protocol
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Application Objects
Application objects are used to classify traffic on the network and are made up of layer 7 signatures or
TCP/UDP port numbers and port ranges. Application classification can be used to monitor traffic or to
create application-specific policy. There are many predefined applications on the appliance. You can
add any applications that are not already in the list.
Applications can be created from various combinations of L7 signatures, TCP/UDP port numbers or
ranges, and network object. The following are valid combinations.
n

Applications based on L7 signatures. For example, you can create an application for a particular
website by selecting http, host, and entering the domain of the website.

n

Applications based on L7 signature and TCP/UDP port numbers or ranges, which are OR'd
together. For example, you could define HTTP based on TCP port 80 OR 'http' L7 signature.

n

Applications based on network object and TCP/UDP port numbers or ranges, which are AND'd
together. For example, you could define an application based on a particular port number on a particular server (specified by network object).

n

Applications based on only network object. For example, you could define an application based on a
particular application server (specified by network object).

n

Applications based on only TCP/UDP port number or ranges. For example, you could create an
application based on a particular port.

Network objects cannot be used in conjunction with a layer 7 signature.
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NOTE
When creating applications based on ports, any given port
number can only be defined once for TCP and once for
UDP. The same port number can be defined for TCP and
UDP. For example, if you define an application object with a
port range TCP 500-510, you cannot then define another
application object on TCP port 505. However, you can define
another application object with UDP port 505.
You can define duplicate ports/port ranges if a network
object is also specified.

Many of the L7 signatures have sub-type classifications, which makes layer 7 visibility much more
granular. For instance, for reporting on specific web applications, most vendors can only report on port
80 traffic. Exinda allows a deeper look into Layer 7 applications. For example, by comparison:
n

Layer 4 reporting tools report on web applications as: port 80 or HTTP

n

Layer 7 reporting tools report on web applications as: Yahoo or Skype

n

Layer 7 with sub-type classification report on web applications as: Yahoo video, Yahoo voice, or
Yahoo webchat.

This allows you to monitor at a much more granular level.
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Related Topics and Tasks
Predefined Applications and Supported L7 Signatures (page 39)
What L7 signature options are there? (page 32)
Adding a new application (page 37)
Example: How to create a custom application based on the HTTPS protocol (page 59)

What L7 signature options are there?
Some Layer 7 signatures have additional options that allow you to define application objects based on
specific parts of that L7 Signature. When configuring new application object, the L7 signatures followed
by '--->' in the drop-down list have additional options. Most provide options that you simply select from.
Some require a selection plus additional information. The following table explains the various options
that require more than simply picking an option.

NOTE
Citrix-based sub-types are no longer supported.
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Layer 7

Sub-Type

Description

Signature
(direct
download link)

host

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'host' field in
the HTTP header.

flash

host

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'host' field in
the HTTP header (where flash is running over http).

http

content_type

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'content-type'
field in the HTTP header.

file

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the filename
requested in the HTTP URL.

host

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'host' field in
the HTTP header.

method

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the HTTP method
(e.g. GET PUT HEAD DELETE).

user_agent

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'user-agent'
field in the HTTP header.

advanced

Define custom criteria with the following syntax:
n

A string literal is enclosed in quotes (").

n

Internal quotes can be escaped with the backslash (\") character.

n

A backslash can be included in the string by escaping it with
another backslash (\\).

n

Keywords are bare (common_name) with no quotes.

n

Keywords are bare (host) with no quotes.

n

Grouping is supporting using parenthesis

n

Operators supported are or and and
and has higher precedence than or

n

The comparison operators that are available are:
Description
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Layer 7

Sub-Type

Description

Signature
equals

<keywor
d> =
<value>

host =
"example.co
m"

does not equal

<keywor
d> !=
<value>

host !=
"example.co
m"

contains
substring

<keywor
d> =%
<value>

host =%
"example.co
m"

does not
contain
substring

<keywor
d> !%
<value>

host !%
"example.co
m"

Right side is a
regular
expression
and it matches
the full left
side

<keywor
d> =~
<value>

host =~
"example.*"

Right side is a
regular
expression
and it does not
match the full
left side

<keywor
d> !~
<value>

host !~
"example.*"
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Layer 7

Sub-Type

Description

Signature

n

Regular expressions use the perl syntax

n

The keywords for HTTP are: host, file, user_agent, content_type,
method, content_len and encoding

Examples:
n

(url =% "index" or file =% "login") and host =% "example.org" and
content_type.case = "MyContentType"

n

(host =% "facebook.com" and file !% "cgi-bin/abcd") or host =%
"facebook2.com"

mpeg

host

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'host' field in
the HTTP header (where mpeg is running over http).

quicktime

host

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'host' field in
the HTTP header (where quicktime is running over http).

silverlight

host

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'host' field in
the HTTP header (where silverlight is running over http).
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Layer 7

Sub-Type

36

Description

Signature
ssl

common_
name

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'common
name' field in the SSL certificate.

advanced

Define custom criteria with the following syntax:
n

A string literal is enclosed in quotes (").

n

Internal quotes can be escaped with the backslash (\") character.

n

A backslash can be included in the string by escaping it with
another backslash (\\).

n

Keywords are bare (common_name) with no quotes.

n

Grouping is supporting using parenthesis

n

Operators supported are or and and
and has higher precedence than or

n

The keywords for SSL are common_name (cn) and organization_
name (o)

n

The comparison operators that are available are:
Description

Syntax

Example

equals

<keywor
d> =
<value>

common_name
= "John"

does not equal

<keywor
d> !=
<value>

common_name
!= "John"

contains
substring

<keywor
d> =%
<value>

common_name
=% "John"

does not
contain
substring

<keywor
d> !%
<value>

common_name
!% "John"
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Layer 7

Sub-Type

Description

Signature

n

Right side is a
regular
expression
and it matches
the full left
side

<keywor
d> =~
<value>

common_name
=~ "John*"

Right side is a
regular
expression
and it does not
match the full
left side

<keywor
d> !~
<value>

common_name
!~ "John*"

Regular expressions use the perl syntax

organization_
name

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'organization'
name field in the SSL certificate.

spdy

This field should remain empty as any values typed here are ignored.

rtp

codec

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'codec' used
in a RTP stream.

windowsmedia

host

Allows you to define an Application Object based on the 'host' field in
the HTTP header (where windowsmedia is running over http).

Adding a new application
Use the following instruction to add a new application.

To add a new application
1. Click Configuration > Objects > Applications > Applications.
2. In the Add New Application area, type a name for the new application.
3. Define an application to be based on one of the following:
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n

L7 signature

n

L7 signature + ports or protocols

n

Network object + ports or protocols

n

Network object

n

Ports or protocols

38

NOTE
Network objects cannot be used in conjunction with a
layer 7 signature.

4. Select the Network Object for the application.
If the network object is internal, then traffic inbound to the LAN with the network object as a
destination will be matched to this application, and traffic outbound from the LAN with the network
object as the source will be matched to this application.
If the network object is external, then traffic inbound to the LAN with the network object as a source
will be matched to this application, and traffic outbound from the LAN with the network object as the
destination will be matched to this application.

5. Select the L7 Signature for the application.
Some layer 7 signatures have additional options that allow you to define application objects based
on specific parts of that L7 signature. If a layer 7 signature is selected, specify the parameters for the
signature.
EXAMPLE
To create an application object that matches traffic to and from the Exinda.com
website, in the L7 Signature field, select http ---> , host, and type exinda.com.

6. In the Ports/Protocols controls, specify either TCP ports/port ranges, UDP ports/port ranges, or a
layer 3 protocol.
Multiple ports and port ranges can be specified at the same time by comma separating values.
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7. Click the Add New Application button.

Predefined Applications and Supported L7 Signatures
The protocol of network traffic is identified based on a combination of deep packet inspection (DPI) and
behavioral analysis, regardless of whether they are plain text, or use advanced encryption and
obfuscation techniques. The following list includes all supported protocols and applications (in bold),
sub-protocols (in italic) and clients (in standard characters).

0-9
1kxun

9ku

360 Mobile
Security

Antivirus Lab

Audiko

Activesync

Age of Warring
Empire

ANts P2P

Audiogalaxy

ACTNET

Alibaba

Apple Talk

n

Audiogalaxy iOS

AD Replication

AliExpress

Apple Updates

n

Adobe Creative
Cloud

Aimini

AppleJuice

Audiogalaxy
Android

AirPort Utility

Ares

Adobe Updates

Amazon Cloud

AdobeConnect
ADrive

Amazon Prime
Music

Ariel

Avira Antivirus

After School

Amazon Shop

Armagetron

Avira

AFSVL

Android
OS Update

A
Acronis

Filepipe
KCEasy

Anonymous
Proxy
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B
Backweb

n

Bits on Wheels

n

Opera

BitTorrent-UTP

Baidu

n

BitSpirit

n

Pando

BitTorrent-UTPencrypted

Battlefield

n

BitSticks

n

qBittorrent

BattleNet

n

BitTornado

n

QTorrent

Bebo

n

BitTorrent/Mainline

n

rTorrent

BGP

n

BitTyrant

n

Rufus

Biff

n

Blizzard
Downloader

n

Shareaza

n

Sharktorrent

n

SoMud

n

SymTorrent

bini
n

Bitdefender
BitTorrent

n

BTG
BtManager

n

burst!

n

CTorrent

n

Deluge

BitTorrent-plain
BitTorrent-encrypted
n

ABC

n

Acquisition

n

n
n

Freeloader

n

FrostWire

n

G3 Torrent

Anatomic P2P
Arctic Torrent

n

Ares

n

Azureus/Vuze

n

n
n
n

Halite

n

KTorrent

n

LimeWire

BTSharp
BitComet
BitFlu
n

n
n
n

n

MonoTorrent

n

MooPolice

BitPump

Blackberrymessenger
n

ORB-client

n

BlackBerry
Internet Service

n

BlackBerry
Management
Center

n

BlackBerry
Messenger

n

TorrentFlux

n

TorrentSpy

n

Torrent Station

n

Torrent Swapper

Blackberry Mail

n

TorrentVolve

n

Transmission

Blackberry
Messenger

n

Turbo Torrent

Bluejeans

n

μTorrent

BOLT

n

μTorrent Mac

n

WizBit

Booking Com

n

Xtorrent

BootPC

n

ZipTorrent

Box

MLDonkey

BitLord

Blackberry-email

Tomato Torrent

Gnome BitTorrent

n

Blackberry-encrypted

n

FlashGet

n

Blackberry

BitRocket

Unknown

n

Bolt Android

Burner
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C
Call of Duty

CiscoDiscovery

clussvc

Crime City

Cassandra
Internode
Communication

Citrix

CNN

Crossfire

Citrix-application

CNTV

CRS

Citrix-priority

ComodoUnite

CtiTV

Cassandra
Query Language

Citrix-user
n

CloudME

Comodo EasyVPN

CUDev

Constant Contact

CVSpserver

Channel 4oD

CORBA

CyberGhost

Chargen

Crashplan Pro

CBT

Club Penguin

CIFS
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D
Dailymotion

badongo.net

fileupyours.com

sanupload.com

dameware

banashare.com

filevo.com

savefile.com

bestsharing.com

filezup.com

scribd.com

bigfilez.com

freakshare.net

sendmefile.com

dcc

biggerupload.com

freespace.by

sendspace.com

DDM-SSL

bitshare.com

fshare.vn

sharebase.to

Deezer

boosterking.com

fsx.hu

sharebee.com

Demand5

cash-file.net

ftp2share.com

sharebig.com

chinamole.com

gaiafile.com

sharebigfile.com

cobrashare.sk

gamefront.com

sharebigflie.com

coolshare.cz

gigapeta.com

sharefile.net

cramit.in

gigasize.com

share-online.bz

Destiny

crocko.com

gigeshare.com

share-rapid.cz

DFS

cum.com

gotoupload.com

shragle.com

DHCP

czshare.com

hellshare.com

simpleupload.net

data.hu

hitfile.net

speedshare.org

data-loading.com

hostggg.com

storage.to

dataport.cz

hotfile.com

terafiles.net

DICOM

datei.to

hulkshare.com

tunabox.net

DICOM TLS

depositfiles.com

hyperfileshare.com

turbobit.net

DiDi IM

downupload.com

ifile.it

turbobit.ru

easybytez.com

i-filez.com

turboupload.com

easy-share.com

ifolder.ru

u.115.com

edisk.cz

jakfile.com

ugotfile.com

DirectConnect-hub

enterupload.com

jumbofiles.com

uloz.to

DirectConnect-peer

euroshare.eu

keepmyfile.com

ultrashare.de

DirectConnect-adcpeer

extabit.com

kewlshare.com

unibytes.com

eyvx.com

kickload.com

unlimit.co.il

Daytime

Demand5-stream
Demand5-web
n

Demand5 iOS

DHCPv6
Diameter

DiDi Voice
DirectConnect

n

ApexDc++

fastfileshare.com.ar

leteckaposta.cz

up.4share.vn

n

BCDC++

fast-load.net

letitbit.net

up-file.com

n

CZDC

fast-share.com

livedepot.net

upload.com.ua
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D
n

DC#

fik1.com

live-share.com

uploadbox.com

n

DC++

file2upload.net

load.to

uploadc.com

DCTC

fileape.com

loadles.in

uploaded.to

n

filearchiv.ru

massmirror.com

uploader.pl

n

Dolda Connect

filearn.com

mediafire.com

uploadfloor.com

n

Elise

filebase.to

mega.1280.com

uploadpower.com

n

fulDC

filecloud.com

megafree.kz

uploadstation.com

n

GtkDC

filedude.com

megaporn.com

uploadyourfiles.de

n

LDCC

filefactory.com

megarapid.eu

upnito.sk

LinuxDC++

fileflyer.com

megarotic.com

uptobox.com

n

filefrog.com

megashare.com

usershare.net

n

Microdc

filefront.com

megashare.vn

videobb.com

n

Microdc2

fileho.com

megashare.vnn.vn

vip-file.com

n

oDC

filehook.com

megashares.com

wiiupload.net

n

Revconnect

filehost.tv

megaupload.com

wupload.com

n

SababaDC

filejungle.com

midupload.com

x7.to

ShakesPeer

filemaze.ws

missupload.com

yourfilehost.com

n

fileover.net

mofile.com

yourfiles.biz

n

StrongDC++

filepost.com

mofile.net

youtube.com

n

Valknut

filepost.ru

movreel.com

yunfile.to

filer.net

multishare.cz

ziddu.com

10upload.com

files.mail.ru

mytempdir.com

zomgupload.to

123upload.pl

files.to

netload.in

zshare.net

139pan.com

filesafe.to

netuploaded.com

163pan.com

filesend.net

obsiebie.najlepsze.net

1-clickshare.com

fileserve.com

oron.com

1clickshare.net

filesflash.com

platinshare.com

1fichier.com

fileshare.in.ua

przeklej.pl

Dofus

1-upload.com

filesmonster.com

putshare.com

Doom3

1-upload.to

asixfiles.com

qshare.com

Doook

2shared.com

badongo.com

quickshare.cz

DirectDownload
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D
4fastfile.com

filesonic.com

quicksharing.com

Dota Legend

4share.ws

filesonic.in

rapidshare.com

DriveLock

4shared.com

filestube.com

rapidshare.de

4shared.vn

files-upload.com

rapidshark.pl

4us.to

file-upload.net

rapidupload.com

adrive.com

file-upload.to

Dropbox
DRP
Duo Duo

alldrives.ge
allshares.ge
annonhost.net

E
EA Origin

eDonkey-plain

eBay

eDonkey-encrypted

eBuddy
n

n

eBuddy
BrowserApplet
eBuddy iOS

echo

n

aMule

n

Hydranode

n

Jubster

n

Lphant

n

MLDonkey

n

Morpheus

Eset

n

Shareaza

Evernote

n

WinMX MP3

ExindaAD

n

XoloX

ExindaCom

EGP

ExindaSSL

Endomondo

ExindaWM

enLegion

eDonkey
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F
F-Prot

Finger

Foursquare

n

Fring Android

Facebook

FIX

Freenet

n

Fring Symbian

Friendster

n

Fring iOS

Facetime
Feidian
FiCall
n

FiCall iOS

Fiesta

n

QuickFIX

Flash
Flash-host

Flickr
Florensia

Filemaker

FNA

Filetopia

Forfone

FTP-control

FTP

FTP-data

FTP-SSL

Fring
Fring-unknown
Fring-video
Fring-voice
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G
Gadu-Gadu

n

DM2FrostWire

Goober

n

Instantbird

Gadu-Gadu-server

n

Filepipe

Google

n

Miranda

Gadu-Gadu-filetransfer

n

giFT

Google-docs

n

n

Gluz

Google-cloud

Pidgin (previously
Gaim)

Gnucleus

Google-drive

n

Kopete

n

Google-plus

n

Pidgin

n

Proteus

n

Psi

Google Docs

n

Qnext

Google Drive

n

Trillian/Trillian Pro

Google Earth

n

Web.de
Multimessenger

Gadu-Gadu-voice
Gadu-Gadu-video
n

Adium

n

Gtk-gnutella

n

GaduGadu
Android

n

iMesh Light

n

KCEasy

n

Kiwi Alpha

n

LimeWire

n

Morpheus

n

Mutella

n

Phex

n

Poisoned

GameKit

n

Gmail

n

GaduGadu iOS

n

Instantbird

n

Kopete

n

Miranda

n

Pidgin

Google-encrypted

Google Cloud

Google
Encrypted

Google Talk-voice

Google Play

Gopher
GoToMeeting

Qtella

Google Play
Music

n

Shareaza

Google Plus

GRE

Gnutella

n

Swapper.NET

Google Talk

Grisoft

n

Acqlite

n

Symella

n

Acquisition

n

WinMX MP3

n

Apollon

n

XFactor

Google Talkunknown

n

BearFlix

n

XNap

Google Talk-video

n

Cabos

n

XoloX

n

CocoGnut

Game of War

Google Talk-filetransfer

GoToMyPC

Grooveshark
Groupwise
GTP
GTP-control

n

Adium

GTP-prime

n

Ayttm

GTP-user-data

n

GMX
Multimessenger

n

iChat
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H
H323

HamachiVPN

HTTP-advanced

n

Ekiga

n

NetMeeting

Hi5

n

OpenH.323

HiDrive

n

XMeeting

Hike Messenger

HTTP-method

HiNet

HTTP-referer

Half-Life 2

n

LogMeIn Hamachi

HTTP

HTTP-x_forwarded_
for

HTTP-content type

HTTP-ALT

HTTP-file

HTTPS

HTTP-host

HTTPTunnel
n

HTTP-Tunnel
Client

HL7

Hulu

Hotmail

HyRead
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I
IAX

IGMP

iMessage

IPX

IMO

IRC

n

Diax

iHeart Radio

n

Firefly

iLeader

n

IMO Android

n

IAXComm

iLive.to

n

IMO Blackberry

n

IAXPhone

IM+

n

IMO Browser Applet

n

Idefisk/Zoiper

n

IMO for iPad

n

Kiax

n

IMO iOS

n

LoudHush

n

PURtel

n

YakaPhone

n

ZiaxPhone

n

n

n

n

ICAP
Icecast

n

iCloud
n

n

Adium

n

Ayttm

n

Fire

n

Instantbird

n

Mibbit Web
IRC

Intralinks

n

Miranda

IM+
Windows
Phone

IOS OS Update

n

mIRC

IP mobility

n

Pidgin

IM+ for
Java
phones

iPerf

IM+
Android
IM+
Blackberry
IM+
Symbian

Orkut iOS
n

ICMP
ICMPv6

IRC-filetransfer

IM+ iOS

IMAP

ICQ Webchat

IMAPencrypted

ident

IMAP-plain

IDrive

IMAP-SSL

IEC61850

iMesh

IEC61850-goose

BearShare

IEC61850manufacturing
message

iMesh

IEC61850sampled values

Shareaza

IMS
Instagram

IPIP

IRC-SSL

iPlayer

isakmp

n

iPlayer iOS

iSkoot

IPP

iTunes

IPSEC

iTunes
Radio

IPSEC-control
n

Cisco VPN Client

n

HotSpot Shield iOS

ITV
ITV-stream
ITV-web

IPSEC-data
n

IPSEC over UDP

iMesh Lite
Lphant

IRC-unknown

IPTV
n

T-Home/TV2
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J
Jabber
Jabber-encrypted

n

Ayttm

n

n

GMX
Multimessenger

Pidgin (previously
Gaim)

n

Proteus

Jabber-file-transfer

JAP
n

JAP/JonDo

Java-RMI

Jabber-unknown

n

iChat

n

Psi

Jabber-voice

n

Instantbird

n

Qnext

n

Kopete

n

Trillian/Trillian Pro

n

Miranda

n

n

Pidgin

Web.de
Multimessenger

Kaspersky

n

Filepipe

Kaspersky
Antivirus

n

iMesh Light

Kerberos

n

Kazaa

Kik Messenger

n

Kazaa Lite

Kontiki

Jabber-video
n

Adium

JBK3000
JD.com
JDENet

K
Kakao
Kakao-generic
Kakao-kakaotalk

Kakao Talk

Kazaa-Fasttrack
n

n

Mammoth

Apollon

L
L2TP
n

OpenL2TP

Label
Distribution
Protocol
last.fm
LDAP

LDAP-SSL

Live.com

LeTV

LiveJasmin

Lync-audio

Line

LivePerson

Lync-file-transfer

Line-audio

LLMNR

Line-generic

lockd

Line-video

LoveFilmLync

n

Microsoft Lync

Lync-unknown
Lync-video

LotusNotes

LinkedIn

LDAP-plain
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M
macfile

MGCP

MPlus

Magine TV

MGCP-control

MagV

MGCP-rtp

MagV Kids
Manolito
n

Blubster

n

Piolet

MAPI
MapleStory
MATIP
McAfee
MCK
mDNS
Meebo
Meebo-audio
Meebo-unknown
Meebo-video
n

Meebo Android

n

Meebo Blackberry

n

Meebo MiniBar

n

Meebo Notifier

n

Meebo iOS

Pidgin (previously
Gaim)

n

Web.de
Multimessenger

MQTT
Outlook Web Access

Microsoft
Dynamics AX

MS Global
Catalogue

Microsoft
Dynamics NAV

MS Global
Catalogue SSL

Microsoft
Exchange

MS Local
Security
Architecture

MSRP

MS-SQL

MSRPC

msmq

mstask

MSN

Mute

Microsoft Exchangegeneric
Microsoft Exchangeoutlook web acess

Microsoft Media
Server
Mig33

MSN-file-transfer
MSN-unknown

mig33 Android

Mitake
MMS

MSN-video

Qnext
n

Trillian/Trillian Pro

n

Windows Live

n

Windows Live iOS

n

Blink

MyBook
MyCard

MSN-voice

MyFitnessPal

MSN-webchat

MyMusic TW
MyPeople

n

aMSN

n

Adium

MyPeople-audio

Modern War

n

Ayttm

MyPeople-unknown

Mojo

n

Fire

MySpace

Move Player

n

GMX
Multimessenger

MySQL

n

Windows Media
Player

Meeting Maker

Moves

MEGA

MPEG

Megaco H.248

n

Jupster

MyVideo

n

Instantbird

n

Kopete

n

Mercury

n

Jupster

n

Microsoft
Messenger Mac

n

Screamer Radio

Stream
Web

Screamerradio

Mei Lu

VLC
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M
Winamp

n

Miranda

n

VLS

n

Pidgin

n

Winamp

N
nat-t

Netflix-generic

Nike+

NNTP

National
Baseball

Netflix-video

Nimbuzz

NNTP-SSL

Naver

Netflow

NCP

Netlogon

n

Netflix iOS

n

Nimbuzz Android

Norton Antivirus

n

Nimbuzz
Blackberry

NTLM

Nimbuzz Mac

NTLM-plain

NTP

Net2Phone

NetMotion

n

NETBIOS

Next TV

n

Nimbuzz Symbian

Netbus

NFS

n

Nimbuzz iOS

Netflix
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O
Octoshape
n

CNN streaming

Odnoklassniki

n

Oracle DB

Orkut

Oracle-SSL

OS Update

ORB

Android

Oscar-voice
n

GMX
Multimessenger

n

iChat

Office 365

ORB-server

iOS

ORB-client

Windows Phone

n

ICQ

OFFSystem

ORB-client-3gp

Oscar

n

ICQ Android

OGG

ORB-client-flash

Oscar-file-transfer

n

ICQ Mac OS X

olap

ORB-client-flv

n

ICQ iOS

ooVoo

ORB-client-rdt

Oscar-picturetransfer

n

ORB-client-rtp

Oscar-unknown

ICQ mobile for
Java

ORB-client-rtsp

Oscar-video

n

Instantbird

n

Kopete

n

Miranda

n

Pidgin

n

Pidgin
(previously Gaim)

n

ooVoo iOS

Open FT
OpenVPN
n
n

Hotspot Shield
MyFreedom

Opera Mini

ORB-client-uploaddownload

Opera Mini Symbian

n

Opera Mini Android

n

Opera Mini Blackberry

n

Opera Mini iOS

AIM

n

AIM Android

n

AIM for Mac

ORB-client-wma
ORB-client-wmv
n

AIM for iPad

n

AIM iOS

Orbix2000

n

Adium

n

Proteus

Orbix2000 SSL

n

Ayttm

n

Qnext

n

Fire

n

Trillian/Trillian Pro

n

Web.de
Multimessenger

ORB-server
ORB-unknown

n

n

Oracle

OSPF
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P
Paltalk

PCanywhere

POP-plain

n

PPTV HD iOS

n

PPTV Mac

Paltalk-file-transfer

PCoIP

POP-SSL

Paltalk-server

PDProxy

POPO

PeerEnabler

PornHub

n

PPStream Android

Periscope

PostgreSQL

n

PPStream Mac

PinkFong

PPLive

n

PPStream Ubuntu

n

PPStream iOS

Paltalk-video
n
n

Paltalk Android
Paltalk iOS

Paltalk-voice

Panda Security
Pando
Pandora
Path

PPLive-generic

Pinterest

PPLive-video

PlayTales
Pochta Rossii
Poison Ivy

n

PPTV

n

PPTV Android

n

PPTV iOS

POP

PPStream

PPTP
Print
PS3
pubu bookbuffet

POP-encrypted

Q
QIP.RU

n

QQ International

n

QQLive Android

Qualsys

QQ

n

QQ iOS

n

QQLive iOS

QUIC

QQ-file-transfer

n

QQ for Mac

n

QQLive iPad

QuickTime

QQ-unknown

n

QQ for Pad
Android

QQ-voice
QQ-video
n

Instantbird

n

QQ HD iOS

Quake-HalfLife
n

Call of Duty

n

Quake HalfLife

QQ Games
QQLive

Quicktime-host
n

iTunes

Quotd
QVOD
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R
Radius
radmin

RealMedia
n

RealMediaPlayer

Replify

rsync

rFactor

RTCP
RTP

Rally

Redmine

Rhapsody

RC5DES

RedTube

RIP

Rdio

Remote Telnet

rlogin

RTSP

RDP

RRP

RunKeeper

RealDataTransport

Remote Web
Workplace

RSVP

Runtastic

RealMa

Renren
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S
SalesForce

n

ClearSea

Slingbox

Spreecast

SAP

n

Ekiga

SMS

Spreed

SAP.MCAST.NET

n

ExpressTalk

SMTP

SPTG TV

SCTP

n

Facetime

SMTP-encrypted

sqidproxy

Scydo

n

Facetime iOS

SMTP-plain

ssdp

n

Scydo Android

n

gooberVoIP

Snapchat

SSH

n

Scydo iOS

n

Gizmo

SnapMirror

SSL

Second Life

n

KPhone

SNMP

SecureSight

n

MagicJack/MagicTalk

SOAP

SecureSight-SSL

n

OpenWengo

SOCKS

n

QuteCom

Socks v4

n

SipGate

Socks v5

n

Twinkle

SoftEthernet

n

Vonage

Sohu

n

XMeeting

SOPCAST

Shell-SSL
Shoutcast
n

Fishradio

n

iTunes

Silverlight
Silverfast-host

Simfy
Sina Weibo
SinaTV
SIP
SIP-audio

SIP-SSL

Soribada

Skinny

Soulseek

Skout

n

iSoul

SkyDrive

n

Nicotine Plus

Skyking

n

SolarSeek

Skype

n

SoulSeeX

n

pySoulSeek

n

IMAPS

n

POP3S

n

SMTPS

n

Stunnel

SSL-advanced
SSL-common name
SSL-organization
name

SSTP
StealthNet
Steam
StreamWorks
StreetVoice

Skype-chat

SIP-ichat-facetime

Skype-file transfer

SoundCloud

SIP-MagicJack

Skype-out

SPDY

SIP-mplus

Skype-unknown

SIP-msn

Skype-video
n

HTTPS

SSL-SPDY

SIP-gadu-gadu

SIP-oscar

n

Skype Android

STUN
Sudaphone
n

Sudaphone
Android

n

Sudaphone iOS

Speakaboos
Speedtest
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S
SIP-oscar-video
SIP-unknown

n

Skype for iPad

SpiderOak

SugarSync

n

Skype iOS

SplashFighter

SunRPC

n

Skype Linux

Spotify

svrloc

n

Skype Symbian

SIP-video
SIP-vonage
SIP-yahoo
SIP-yahoo-video

Skype-voice

Skype for Business
– File Transfer

n

Spotify Android

Sybase

n

Spotify iOS

Syncplicity

n

Spotify Mac

SyncServerSSL

Skype Video
Skype Voice
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T
T.120
Taaze
TACACS

n

Teamspeak iOS

TeamViewer
n

Tango

TeamViewer
Android

n

TeamViewer Linux

Tango-file-transfer

n

TeamViewer Mac

Tango-im

n

TeamViewer for
iPad

n

textPlus

n

Truphone Android

TFTP

n

Truphone Mac

Three Bamboo

n

Truphone iOS

Threema

n

Truphone iPad

Thrift

TTPoD

Tibia

Tudou

TigerText

Tumblr

TeamViewer HD
for iPad

Timbuktu

TVAnts

Time Server

TVBS

n

TeamViewer for
Meetings iPad

Timely TV

TVUPlayer

Taobao

n

TeamViewer iOS

TDS

n

TeamViewer for
Meetings iOS

Tango-audio

Tango-unknown
Tango-video
n

Tango Android

n

Tango iOS

TeamSpeak
n

Teamspeak Linux

n

Teamspeak Mac

Telegram

TMall

n

TVUPlayer Android

TN3270

n

TVUPlayer Mac

TOR

n

TVUPlayer iOS

n

Tor Vidalia Bundle

Telnet

Trendmicro

Telnet-generic

Truphone

Twitch
Twitter

Telnet-tn3270

Telnet-SSL
Teredo

U
Ubuntu One

Unreal

n

iLoad

uucp

UltraBac

UppTalk

n

UseNeXT

UUSee

UltraSurf

Usenet
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V
vBulletin

Vibe

Viber-out

VNC

Vcast

Viber

Viber-unknown

VoIP Tunnel

Ventrilo

Viber-audio

Vimeo

Voxer

VeohTV

Viber-file-transfer

Vine

VPN-X

Viber-Instant
Messaging

Vippie

VRRP

VeohTV-generic
VeohTV-flash
n

VeohTV Web
Player

n

Viber Android

n

Viber iOS

n

Vippie Android

n

Vippie iOS

VTUN
VyprVPN

VK

W
WAP

WebSocket

WAP TLS

Webthunder

Warcraft 3
Watchever

n

n
n

Thunder

WhatsApp
Symbian
WhatsApp iOS

WhatsApp-file
transfer

WeChat

WindowsMedia
WindowsMedia-host

WinMX
n

XNap

Wealth God

WeChat-Chat

WhatsApp-generic

WINNY

WebDAV

WeChat-Data
Message

WhatsApp-voice call

Wins

n

Cadaver

WeChat-Generic

n

Goliath

WeChat-Video Call

Webex
n

WebEx Meeting
Center Applet

n

Webex for iPad

n

Webex iOS

WebQQ

WeChat-Voice Live
Chat
WeChat-WebChat

WhatsApp
n

WhatsApp
Android

Whois

Workout Trainer

Wickr
Wii

World of Kung
Fu

Windows Azure

World of Warcraft

Windows Phone
OS Update

Wowza

Windows
Updates

WSM Server-SSL
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X
x400MTA

n

XDCC Catcher

xbox-live

n

XDCC Fetcher

xdmcp

XVideos

XDCC

n

XDCC Klipper

Xing

XWindows

n

GMX
Multimessenger

n

n

mIRC

XNXX

Y
Yahoo
Yahoo-file-transfer

Web.de
Multimessenger

Yahoo Games
Yahoo IM

Yahoo-unkown

n

Instantbird

n

Yahoo Messenger

Yahoo-video

n

Kopete

n

n

Miranda

Yahoo Messenger
Android

Pidgin

n

n

Yahoo Messenger
for Mac

n

Pidgin (previously
Gaim)

n

Qnext

YouPorn

n

Trillian/Trillian Pro

YourFreedom

Yahoo-voice
Yahoo-webchat
Yahoo-webmail
n

Adium

n

Ayttm

n

Yahoo Messenger
iOS

Yahoo WebMail
Yandex
Yelp
YikYak
Youku

YouTube
Yuanta Web

Z
Zattoo
n

n

Zattoo iOS

Zattoo HD iOS

Zoho Work
Online

Zynga

Example: How to create a custom application based on the
HTTPS protocol
Get the common name of the (https) SaaS site and create an application using the ssl L7 signature with
the common name.
1. Go to the site that you are interested in.
2. In the address bar of most browsers, click on https or the lock symbol.
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3. Show the certificate details.
4. Copy the common name shown in the certificate details.
5. Go to Configuration > Objects > Applications.
6. In the L7 Signature field, select 'ssl --->'
7. In the field beside the L7 Signature, select common name.
8. Enter the common name of the site that you got from the certificate in the browser.
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Chapter 4: Reports on Network Activity
by User
Use the information in reports to determine how the policies on your Exinda appliance(s) can improve
the quality of service and the experience of your network users. The Exinda reports identify user activity
on the network:
See the following for more information:
Users Report

63

Set the Time Period Reflected in the Report

65

Data Granularity

66

Applications Report

66

Understanding How the Charts Relate

70

Understanding Traffic Direction

71

Understanding Traffic Granularity

71

Setting the Time Range

72

Using Interactive Time Graphs

72

Drilling into the Data

73

Chart Interactions – Drill-in and Data brush

75

Top Internal and External Users on the Network

76

Monitoring Configuration

77

Alerts

85

Specified Thresholds Exceeded

86

Particular Traffic Patterns Detected

87

Appliance Issues

87

Enabling System Alerts

88

CPU Usage Report

88

RAM Usage Report

90

Connections Report

91

Accelerated Connections Report

92

Hosts Report

94
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Reduction Report

96

VoIP Performance

99

What is MOS?

100

What is rFactor?

100

Hosts and Users in Real Time

101

Application Drill-in Report

102

Printing and Scheduling Reports

104

Conversations in Real Time

105

Understanding the Conversation Report

109
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Users Report
The users report shows the top users by data volume for the selected time period. Traffic inbound into
your LAN is reported separately from the outbound traffic.You can choose to view either the internal
users or the external users on the users report. These charts can answer questions such as
n

What internal users are the top talkers and top listeners?

n

Which external users are top talkers from which internal hosts are retrieving information and which
external users are top listeners from which internal hosts are sending information to?

n

Could one user be choking out my network?

Using this information you can determine if you need to create policies for these high data volume users.
You may want to create protection policies for your important users, like your CEO or finance
department, or create control policies to limit users who are abusing the network.
Users are associated with an IP address. During a flow, traffic flows from one host to another. Typically,
one host is considered internal to your network; the other is external. Hosts that fall into a network object
that was defined as internal are considered internal to your network; Hosts that fall into a network object
that was defined as external are considered external to your network. Keep in mind that the traffic is
inbound and outbound relative to your LAN – not relative to the host or user. Therefore, inbound traffic
for an external user means that user was sending data inbound into your network.
You can drill into the user by clicking on the user name in the tables below the charts. This will show the
Applications Report for the user that you drilled into. You can then use the selector on the Applications
Report page to show URLs or conversations or hosts that involved the user.
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The tables at the bottom of the report shows for each of the top users, the total amount of data, and the
maximum and average throughput rates, the number of packets, and the number of flows for the
selected time period. More network metrics, such as, round-trip time (RTT), network and server delays,
and TCP efficiency can be shown by clicking on the Show Details link in the tables.

Where do I find this report?
Go to Monitor > Users.
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To show only internal users or external users
Use the Select Users to View selector at the top of the page.
How do I interact with the pie-based reports?
You can hover over the pie slices to view the amount of data transferred as well as view the
percentage of the pie. Note that the pie is showing only the top items, so the proportion is relative to
the top items - not relative to all the traffic through the appliance. That is, if one wedge showed 50%
of the traffic, that means it is 50% of the top items, not 50% through the appliance.
n

To understand how to set the desired time range for a chart, see Setting the Time Range.

n

To understand how to drill into the data to find particular filtered data, see Drilling into the Data.

n

To understand how to print the report or schedule the report, see Printing and Scheduling
Reports.

Set the Time Period Reflected in the Report
The data displayed in the reports can be focused on specific periods of time. Date ranges are available
on all reports except the Real Time reports.
1. With your browser, open the Exinda Web UI.
https://UI_IP_address.

2. Type the User Name and Password.
3. Click Login.
The Exinda Web UI appears.
4. Ensure you are in Advanced mode.
5. Select a report from the Monitor list.
6. Beside the title of the report, select the desired date range from the drop down list.

7. To specify a custom date range, in the drop down list select Custom. Select the start and end date
and time to include in the report.

After the date range is select, the graphs and charts are immediately updated.
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Data Granularity
The Exinda appliance stores data for the following amount of time:
n

2 years of data - this year, previous year & last 12 months

n

2 months of data - this month, previous month & last 30 days

n

2 weeks of data - this week, previous week & last 7 days

n

2 days of data - today, yesterday & last 24 hours

n

1 day of data - this hour, last hour & last 60 minutes, last 5 minutes

For the Applications, URLs, Users, Hosts, Conversations and Subnets Reports, the data is stored at:
n

Hourly granularity for up to 2 days (today, yesterday, this hour, previous hour)

n

Daily granularity for up to 2 months (this week, last week, this month and last month)

n

Monthly granularity for up to 2 years (this year, last year)

For the Interface, Network, Reduction, Optimizer, Service Levels, System the data is stored at:
n

10 second granularity for 1 day (except Network)

n

5 minute granularity for 2 weeks

n

30 minute granularity for 2 months

n

60 minute granularity for 6 months

n

24 hour granularity for 2 years

Applications Report
The applications report shows the top applications by volume and their average throughput. Any single
application can also be graphed by clicking the filter icon for your desired application in the data table
below. Application traffic inbound into your LAN is reported separately from the outbound traffic. You
can choose to show the entire application traffic by adding in a category to represent the remaining
application traffic on your network and so the cumulative stack on the throughput chart represents all the
application traffic through the appliance. This will help you understand the significance of the top
applications relative to the whole. In addition to showing a stacked cumulative view, you can choose to
display the throughput as a line chart with a common zero baseline. You can also choose to show the
application volumes as a pie chart.
These charts can answer questions such as:
n

What are the top applications on my network?

n

Are those top applications significant relative to the entire traffic?

n

How much bandwidth does my FTP application typically take?
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n

Could one application be choking out the other application traffic?

n

Do any of my top applications appear to be limited?

67

Using this information you can determine if you need to create policies for these high data volume
applications or for the high data volume applications that tend to have large spikes. You may want to
create protection policies for your business critical apps and you may want to create limiting policies for
high volume non-business critical applications such as recreational applications.

NOTE
The average bandwidth is calculated as the total bits
observed in the charting interval and dividing by the number
of seconds in that interval. E.g. For a chart with an hour of
data, the intervals are five minutes.

If you drilled into the applications chart from any of the virtual circuit, subnets, or hosts charts, then the
relevant virtual circuit, subnet, or host will be shown on the filter bar below the button bar. To turn off the
filtering, click on the close 'x' in the filter tag.
Where do I find this report?
Go to Monitor > Applications > Applications.
To filter the report data
Various components on the screen can be toggled on and off by clicking buttons above the charts.
Note that when generating a pdf report of this screen, the toggle states are taken into account. That
is, if you had toggled off the outbound charts, they will not be present in the pdf.
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n

Host Type: When you first load the Hosts report, Internal hosts are graphed by default. Click the
Internal hosts button and then select External hosts to change the type. Note that you cannot
graph both internal and external hosts at the same time.

n

Traffic Type (Inbound/Outbound): By default, both Inbound and Outbound traffic is graphed.
Click either the Inbound or Outbound option to hide the data, including all the carts and the data
tables below the charts.

n

Chart Type: Toggles on or off the time series charts and allows selecting stacked area display
versus a line chart display.

n

Pie: Toggles on or off a colour-coded Pie chart to the left of the Top Listeners and Top Talkers list.

n

Remaining Traffic: Append or hide the Remaining Traffic category below the Top Listeners and
Top Talkers lists. This option toggles on or off the presence of a category for all the remaining
applications summed together.

n

Data Details: Toggles on or off the data tables below the time series charts.

n

Mouse Hover: Hover the mouse pointer over the graph to view data throughput at a given date
and time. Refer to Chart Interactions - Drill in & Data brush for details.

To turn on or off the remaining traffic category
Toggle the Remaining Traffic button on the button bar. When toggled on, a grey chart series will
appear in all charts (throughput, pie, top applications) representing all the applications on your
network that are not explicitly represented in the top applications. If the remaining applications show
vastly more data volume than the top applications, then the top applications may look insignificant
relative to the total, and so you may need to toggle off the remaining traffic category to see the
relative differences and usage patterns of the top applications.
To change the throughput chart to stacked area charts or line charts
Press the down arrow next to the stacked chart icon to switch to the line chart. Conversely, press the
down arrow next to the line chart icon to switch to the stacked area chart. The line chart shows the
applications against the common zero baseline so that the applications can be compared with one
another and the pattern of a specific application is clearer. You can look for particular patterns such
as spikes or flat tops.
To determine if one or more applications may be choking out the other application traffic
View the throughput charts with the remaining traffic category toggled on. For any periods where the
cumulative throughput is especially high (compared to the pipe size that this appliance is managing)
is there an application or two that is consuming a significant portion of the bandwidth. If so, that
application may be choking out other application and would be a candidate for control. Please note
that you many need to go to the virtual circuit chart and filter the applications by the individual virtual
circuits to understand whether an application is choking out others since the virtual circuits share
bandwidth and an application my overrun one virtual circuit but not others.
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To determine if any of the top applications appear to be limited
View the throughput charts as a line chart with the remaining traffic category toggled off. If any of the
lines representing the applications have raised flat tops, this may represent that the application is
being limited by a policy or the capacity of your pipe.
To chart any single application
Version Info: Filtering to show any single application is available in
7.0.1 and above.

In the data table, each application has a filter icon on the right-hand-side of the row. By clicking on
the filter icon, as shown below for Google Encrypted, only the selected application will be charted.

Figure - Click filter icon beside desired application to chart that application.

Figure - Applications are filtered to only show 'Google Encrypted'
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While in filter mode, any other application filter icon can be clicked to change which application is
charted.
To remove this filter and return to the top application set, click the 'x' on the green 'App: Google
Encrypted' filter tag.
To show more applications or fewer applications in the top applications chart and the throughput chart
The number of applications shown are configurable by using the Chart Items setting on the
Configuration > System > Setup > Monitoring page. Please note that this configuration applies
to all charts on the appliance. See Monitoring Configuration.
How do I interact with the new time-series & bar chart reports?
n

To understand how to set the desired time range for a chart, see Setting the Time Range.

n

To understand how to the charts interact and what the toggle buttons do, see Understanding
How Charts Relate.

n

To understand how to drill into the data to find particular filtered data, see Drilling into the Data.

n

To understand the difference between inbound and outbound traffic, see Understanding Traffic
Direction.

n

To understand how many data points are shown for each time period, see Understanding Traffic
Granularity.

n

To understand how to print the report or schedule the report, see Printing and Scheduling
Reports.

Understanding How the Charts Relate
On the new time series monitoring screens, there will be a pie chart and a bar chart showing the top
data by volume for the specified time period and a time chart showing the same top times. There will be
one set of these charts for inbound traffic and one for outbound traffic. In some instances, another chart
that shows the top three items of another application type for each of the top data elements. For
example, if looking at the virtual circuits chart, you will see the top virtual circuits as a bar chart. Then
beside the bar chart, there will be a stacked horizontal bar chart which shows the top three applications
for each of the top virtual circuits.
When you brush over an item in any of these charts, the item is highlighted in all the charts.
There are toggle buttons at the top of the chart which you can use to turn on and off different chart
elements.
n

Inbound button – Toggles on or off all reporting for inbound traffic including all the charts and the
data tables below the charts.
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n

Outbound button – Toggles on or off all reporting for outbound traffic including all the charts and the
data table below the charts.

n

Stacked Chart or Line Chart button – Toggles on or off the time series charts or selects a different
view of the data. Press the down arrow next to the Stacked Chart button to select Line Chart to
switch to the line chart. Conversely, press the down arrow next to the Line Chart button to select
Stacked Chart and switch to the stacked area chart. The line chart shows the virtual circuits against
the common zero baseline so that the throughput of the virtual circuits can be compared with one
another and the pattern of a specific virtual circuit is clearer. You can look for particular patterns such
as spikes or flat tops.

n

Pie button – Toggles on or off the data volume pie charts.

n

Remaining Traffic button – Toggles on or off the rest of the data that is not represented in the top virtual circuits. When toggled on, a gray chart series will appear in all charts (throughput, pie, top virtual
circuits) representing all the virtual circuits in your network that are not explicitly represented in the
top virtual circuits. If the remaining virtual circuits show vastly more data volume than the top virtual
circuits, then the top virtual circuits may look insignificant relative to the total, and so you may need to
toggle off the remaining traffic category to see the relative differences and usage patterns of the top
virtual circuits.

n

Data Details button – Toggles on or off the tables of data below the charts.

n

Top Apps Per X (bar chart row) button –Toggles on or off extra charts showing the top 3 apps for
each row in the bar chart and the number of apps for each row in the bar chart.

Understanding Traffic Direction
Monitored statistics reference the direction of the flow and the side of the appliance where the data is
collected. It is assumed that the appliance is somewhat close to the edge of your network. Therefore,
when installed in line, the appliance is cabled to the LAN and the WAN. The LAN-side of the appliance is
considered internal to your network and the WAN-side of the appliance is considered external to your
network. When the traffic is flowing from the WAN-side to the LAN-side, the traffic is considered
inbound. When the traffic is flowing from the LAN-side to the WAN-side, the traffic is considered
outbound.

Understanding Traffic Granularity
When traffic statistics are collected, the information about the flows are summarized. The data
granularity that is stored is dependent on the time period shown.
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If the chart shows traffic for this dur-

The data granularity (the period that is sum-

ation...

marized) is ..

Real-time

10 seconds

1 hour

5 minutes

1 day

5 minutes

1 week

30 minutes

1 month

60 minutes

1 year

24 hours

Setting the Time Range
For each chart, you can set the time range that is reported in the chart.
At the upper-right of the report, select the desired date range from the drop down list. Custom time
ranges are not supported.

After the date range is select, the graphs and charts are immediately updated.

Using Interactive Time Graphs
If you want to get a better look at a traffic pattern or if the chart is too cluttered, you can zoom in to a
custom time range and remove time series lines that you are not interested in on the time graphs.
To zoom into a custom time range, click and drag your mouse on the chart to select the desired time
range. To return to the initial time range click the 'Show all' magnifying glass icon. Any data displayed
below these interactive graphs will automatically be updated with the data for the selected time range.
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To remove a time series line, click on the check in the graph legend or in some cases the table below the
chart to toggle off the display of that line.

NOTE
The interactive feature is only applicable to Flash generated
graphs. To change the graph display option navigate to
Configuration > System > Setup > Monitoring.

Drilling into the Data
Charts that show the data, such as applications, application groups, users, hosts, URLs, subnets, virtual
circuits, allow you drill into a particular item to explore the details filtered by that item.
To drill-down:
n

For charts, click on an item in the table below the charts.

n

For bar charts, click on an item in the bar chart.

You can drill-down into the following details for each of the application types:
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n

Application groups > applications > hosts

n

Applications > hosts

n

URLs > hosts

n

Users > applications or conversations or URLs or hosts

n

Hosts > applications or conversations or URLs

n

Subnets > applications > hosts

n

Subnets > hosts > applications or conversations or URLs

n

Subnets > users > applications or hosts or conversations or URLs

n

Subnets > conversations

n

Subnets > URLs

n

Virtual Circuits > applications

Drilling in past these levels widens the filter. For example, drilling from users to applications filters the
applications for that user, however, if you then drill into one of the applications for that users, it shows all
hosts using that application.
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Chart Interactions – Drill-in and Data brush
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Top Internal and External Users on the Network
The Network - Users (Internal) and Users (External) reports displays the top users sending traffic
through the network.
1. With your browser, open the Exinda Web UI.
https://UI_IP_address.

2. Type the User Name and Password.
3. Click Login.
The Exinda Web UI appears.
4. Ensure you are in Advanced mode.
5. Click Monitor > Network.
6. In the Select Graph to Display list, select Users - Internal or Users - External.
7. Set the Time Period Reflected in the Report (page 65).
After the date range is select, the graphs and charts are immediately updated.
8. Remove specific types of traffic from the graph by deselecting their checkbox in the legend below
the graph.
9. To determine what the size of your WAN link should be configured to, from the Select Percentile
Marker to Display select 95th.
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Use the 95th percentile mark for throughput speed to configure your WAN link.

Monitoring Configuration
You can configure details relevant to monitoring charts and the monitoring data that is collected. You
can configure how the data is displayed, how the traffic is analyzed for monitoring purposes, which
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order of resolution methods are tried when resolving IP addresses to hostnames, whether data is
collected, and whether collected data is deleted.
For configuring how data is to display, you can specify how many items are shown in the data tables,
how many items are shown in the pie charts, and how many characters to show in the URLs.
For analyzing traffic, you can specify whether to recognize traffic according to layer 7 or layer 3
definitions, and how sensitive (or aggressive) to be when attempting to recognize BitTorrent, eDonkey,
Skype, and flow detection.
For analyzing traffic for specific application types (Application Specific Analysis Modules (ASAM)), you
can specify whether to extract data from Citrix, http, and SSL traffic, whether to identify anonymous
proxies in the traffic, whether to analyze VoIP traffic, whether to calculate the performance and health of
connections, whether to collect connection symmetry information, and whether to log every URL seen in
the traffic.
For resolving IP addresses to hostnames, you can specify which methods are tried first, second and so
on: network object, DSN, NetBios name lookup, and IP address.
For collection of monitoring data, you can specify whether to collect data for subnets and virtual circuits,
and whether to collect detailed records for applications, hosts, URLs, users, conversations and
subnets, and whether to collect data for traffic between internal network objects.
For deleting monitoring data, you can selectively delete various types of data collected by the
appliance.
To configure monitoring charts display options
Go to Configuration > System > Setup > Monitoring tab - Monitoring Options form.
The following fields allow you to modify display options.
n

Table Items
Sets the maximum number of top items displayed in the monitoring tables. Acceptable
values are 1-1000.

n

Chart Items
Sets the maximum number of top items to displayed in the chart and graphs. Acceptable
values are 1-10. Note that this value will apply universally to ALL options on the Monitor
menu.

n

Maximum URL Size
Sets the maximum length of URLs displayed on the Real Time report tables.

n

Graph Display Options
Specifies whether the graphs display in Flash or non-Flash format. The default is flash.
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Display for application details per subnet
In a scheduled report, specifies whether the application chart within a subnet displays as a
Time series chart (line chart), or as a Pie graph. When this option is selected, the
Applications per subnet chart displays in the scheduled report as a line chart whereas all
other charts continue to display as a pie graph. The default is Time series chart.

n

Sort Subnets by Name
Subnets are sorted by name within scheduled reports if the Enable checkbox is checked;
otherwise the subnets are sorted by data volume.

n

Dual-bridge bypass
Specifies whether to show flows that touch multiple bridges as separate items per bridge in
the real time monitor. If enabled, the same flow will be tracked separately on each bridge.
This allows you to see the different policies and transfer rates that are being applied on
each bridge, which may be desirable for accelerated backhauled traffic. If disabled, the
same flow through two different bridges will be shown as one merged flow. The real-time
monitor will only show the policy of the last packet processed. This is preferred for load
balancing, load failover, link bonding, or when seeing asymmetric routes (either locally or in
a HA cluster). See Dual Bridge Bypass for more information.

To configure how traffic is monitored
Go to Configuration > System > Setup > Monitoring tab - Monitoring Options form.
The following fields allow you to specify how sensitive the traffic classification analysis should
be.
n

Layer 7 Inspection
Controls whether to analyze the application signatures within a packet to further classify the
traffic within the reports. For example, when analyzing HTTP and FTP traffic and an
MPEG file is detected within the packets, the application associated with the connection is
changed to MPEG.
When disabled, the Layer 7 signatures within packets are not analyzed and any application
detection objects with Layer 7 rules are ignored.

n

Monitor IPv6 Link Local Traffic
Indicates whether to monitor IPv6 link local traffic, that is, non-routable traffic that is only
valid on the single network segment. The default is to not monitor this traffic as it is not
representative of your network user's traffic. It is mostly used for network discovery.
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n

OpenVPN Detection
Indicates the sensitivity for detecting OpenVPN traffic. Setting this to 'aggressive' is the
default, however, may result in some false positives. Setting this to 'safe' may result in false
negatives.

n

Bittorent Sensitivity
Setting this to 'high' is recommended for most service provider environments. Setting it to
'low' is recommended in cases of high false positives.

n

EDonkey Sensitivity
Setting this to 'high' is recommended for most service provider environments. Setting it to
'low' is recommended in cases of high false positives.

n

Skype Sensitivity
Setting this to 'high' is recommended for most service provider environments.

n

Reporting Sensitivity
Controls the minimum number of packets needed to be seen on a flow before it is recorded
in the database. Acceptable values are between 1 and 10, with 10 being the lowest
sensitivity.
Setting this to a low value is not recommended in high load environments. When the
sensitivity is set to a low value such as 9, flows that contain less than nine packets over a five
minute period are not stored in the database. This prevents port scans from loading
hundreds of unnecessary rows of data into the database.

To enable or disable Application Specific Analysis Modules (ASAM)
Go to Configuration > System > Setup > Monitoring tab - ASAM form.
The Exinda appliance analyzes traffic and attempts to match it against criteria specific to the
traffic type. The criteria for matching traffic is defined within Application Specific Analysis
Modules (ASAM). Enable and disable the modules that are important for your network.
The following ASAM modules are available:
n

Anonymous Proxy
When enabled, the system attempts to anonymous proxies by matching the HTTP
hostname and SSL common name against the list of anonymous proxy URLs downloaded
by the appliance daily.
Disable this module if it appears that an applications is being misclassified as anonymous
proxy.

n

Citrix
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When enabled, the appliance attempts to extract user names and applications names from
Citrix connections.
Disable this module to stop the appliance in locations where privacy policy does not permit
this type of user identification.
n

DCE/RPC
When enabled, this module categorizes client requests for Microsoft services such as
MAPI and SMB. This should always be enabled.

n

HTTP
When enabled, this module attempts to further analyze connections identified as HTTP and
attempts to extract information such as the host, URL, request type, and content type.

n

Performance Metrics
When enabled, this module calculates the network delay, server delay, round trip time
(RTT), loss, efficiency, and TCP health for TCP connections.
Disable this module if the RAM or CPU usage is increasing and affecting the performance
of the appliance. See the RAM Usage Report (page 90) or CPU Usage Report (page 88).

n

SSL
When enabled, this module extracts public certificates from connections identified as SSL
and decodes the information from those certificates (such as common name and
organization unit).

n

VoIP
When enabled, this module extracts VoIP related information such as code type and call
quality information (MoS and rFactor scoring) from connections identified as RTP.

n

Asymmetric route
When enabled, this module collects connection symmetry information.
Disable this module if the network regularly has asymmetric routes, as it is unnecessary to
alert administrators that asymmetrical connections are occurring.

n

URL Logging
When enabled, every URL seen by the appliance is logged to the database. Specify how
long (in days) the data will be saved.
This module is disabled by default.

To control the order of resolution methods tried when resolving IP addresses to hostnames
Go to Configuration > System > Setup > Monitoring tab - Host Resolution Method form.
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There are multiple host resolution methods that can be used to resolve IP addresses to
hostnames. The system will attempt to resolve the hostname using one of the methods. If that
method fails it will try another method. You can determine the order of host resolution methods
that the system will use by ranking the first method as 1, the next as 2, and so on.
The options for host resolution methods are the following:
n

Network Object
The IP addresses will be resolved according to the configured network objects.

n

DNS
The IP addresses will be resolved according to the DNS mappings.

n

IP Address (no resolution)
The IP addresses will NOT be resolved to hostnames.

n

NetBIOS Name Lookup
The IP addresses will be resolved to NetBIOS names.

To enable or disable collection of monitoring data
Go to Configuration > System > Setup > Monitoring tab
Various types of data is collected for traffic passing through the network. If the appliance is not
performing as expected, data collection can be disabled to improve performance.
The following data collection can be disabled:
n

Subnets (shown in the Statistics Collection form)
If disabled, data is not collected for subnet reporting.

n

Virtual Circuits (and Applications) (shown in the Statistics Collection form)
If disabled, data is not collected for virtual circuit reporting. The collection of global
application statistics also will not be collected since the global application statistics are
derived from the virtual circuit stats. Note that application reporting within a subnet is not
affected by this setting. That is, if data collection is enabled for subnets and is disabled for
virtual circuits, then the applications within a subnet will reported, but the applications
reported across the entire appliance or within a virtual circuit will not be reported.

n

Internal Hosts (shown in the Statistics Collection form)
If disabled, data is not collected for internal hosts. You can disable this option to control the
amount of data collected in situations where you have many hosts and want to ensure you
do not run out of storage room. To view the amount of storage space allocated and how
much is free, see Allocate Disk Storage for System Services. Ensure you enable this option
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if you want to monitor or produce reports for internal host data or to display internal host
data on the Application Performance screens in the Solution Center.
n

External Hosts for Subnets (shown in the Statistics Collection form)
Specify one or more network objects to collect external host data for specific network
objects only. In cases where you have created a custom network object related to a
specific set of IP Addresses, you can choose the network object to collect only the required
data, rather than extraneous data from all objects.

IMPORTANT
The amount of statistics collected increases for
each network object you specify, which may also
increase the amount of time necessary to generate
reports that collect external host details. A large
number of network objects selected may also
increase the usage of the monitoring disk partition.
n

Detailed Record Retention (shown in the Monitoring Options form)
Controls whether detailed monitoring records (Applications, Hosts, URLs, Users,
Conversations and Subnets) are stored.
If there are excessive traffic flows through the appliance, disabling this option will reduce
CPU usage. However, the detailed records will no longer be collected and drill down
information for Applications, Hosts, Conversations will no longer be available.Summary
information, that is totals for the entire appliance, will be available for Applications, Hosts,
and Conversations.

n

Ignore Internal-to-Internal (shown in the Monitoring Options form)
Your network may have network objects on the WAN side of the appliance that have been
configured as Internal objects, for example a router or firewall. Enabling the Ignore
Internal-to-Internal option prevents traffic between internal network objects being included
in the reports.

To delete collected monitoring data
Go to Configuration > System > Setup > Monitoring tab - Clear Monitoring Records
form.
If the appliance is running out of disk space, you can delete collected data.
The following record types can be deleted:
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n

All Interface Records
Deletes all data associated with the Interfaces charts - Interface Throughput and Interface
Packets Per Second charts.

n

All Network Summary Records
Deletes all data associated with the Network Summary charts.

n

All Control/Policy Records
Deletes all data associated with the Control charts - Policies, Discard, and Prioritization
Ratio charts.

n

All Optimization Records
Deletes all data associated with the Optimization charts - Reduction and Edge Cache
charts.

n

All SLA Records
Deletes all data associated with Network Response (SLA) chart.

n

All APS Records
Deletes all data associted with Application Performance Score (APS) summary chart.

n

All APM Records
Deletes all data associated with Application Performance Metric (APM) charts, which are
the detailed metric charts for the APS monitor.

n

All Detailed Monitor Records
Deletes all detailed data, that is, deletes all the drill down data for applications, hosts,
URLs, users, conversations. Summary information, that is, the totals for the entire appliance
will still be available.

n

All Appliance Records
Deletes all data associated with the system charts - Connections, Accelerated
Connections, CPU Usage, CPU Temperature, RAM Usage, Disk IO, and Swap Usage
charts.

n

All Subnet Records
Deletes all data associated with subnet charts.

All check boxes can be selected by clicking in the checkbox in the header area.
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CAUTION
This will permanently delete the selected records from
the monitoring database.

Alerts
Alerts will notify you when there are issues or potential issues with either the Exinda appliance system
(such as CPU utilization and memory paging) or with your traffic (such as an application performance
score dropped).The alerts can either be sent by email or by SNMP traps. Use the alerts to ensure the
system and your network is operating the way you need it to.

NOTE
To email alerts, valid SMTP and email settings are required.
See Email Configuration (page 150). Recipients of the email
alerts are configured where SMTP is configured.
To send SNMP traps, valid SNMP settings are required. See
SNMP Configuration (page 143).
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Some alerts are enabled with no option to disable, but for all alerts you need to decide if you want email
notifications and/or SNMP traps. For some alerts, you can specify operational thresholds to trigger or
clear the alerts.

Specified Thresholds Exceeded
n

SLA Latency – Alert raised when the specified latency for an SLA object is exceeded.

n

SLA Loss – Alert raised when there is loss for a SLA.

n

APS – Alert raised when the defined threshold for an APS object is exceeded.
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n

APM – Alert raised when the defined threshold for an APM object is exceeded.

n

Connection Limiting – Alert raised when one or more Virtual Circuits has connection limits
enabled, and the threshold was reached.

n

Max Accelerated Connections Exceeded – Alert raised when the number of accelerated connections exceeds the licensed limit. Connections over the licensed limit pass through the appliance
and are not accelerated.

Particular Traffic Patterns Detected
n

Asymmetric Route Detection – Alert raised when traffic from a single connection comes in to the
network through one interface or node, and goes out through another interface or node.

n

SMB signed connections – Alert raised when SMB signed connections are present.

n

MAPI Encrypted Connections – Alert raised when encrypted MAPI traffic to a Microsoft Exchange
server is detected on an Exinda appliance. Encrypted MAPI traffic cannot be accelerated.

Appliance Issues
n

CPU Utilization – Alert raised when the CPU utilization threshold is reached. The defaults are 95%
and 80% busy respectively.

n

Disk Usage – Alert raised when the used disk space threshold is reached. The defaults are 7% and
10% free respectively.

n

Memory Paging – Alert for memory use and paging.

n

NIC Collisions – Alert raised when collisions are present on the interfaces. The defaults are 20 and
1 per 30 sec respectively.

n

NIC Link Negotiation – Alert raised when the speed/duplex on an interface is set to auto, but it is
negotiating at half duplex and/or 10Mbps.

n

NIC Dropped packets – Alert raised when dropped packets are present on the interfaces.

n

NIC Problems - RX – Alert raised when RX errors are present on the interfaces.

n

NIC Problems - TX - Alert raised when TX errors are present on the interfaces.

n

System Startup – Alert raised when the Exinda appliance boots up.

n

Bridge Link – Alert raised when one of the links on an enabled bridge is down.

n

Bridge Direction – Alert raised when the appliance cabling is incorrect. In most cases, it indicates
the Exinda WAN interface has been incorrectly plugged into the LAN and vice versa.

n

Redundant Power – Alert raised when one of the power supplies fails (only available on platforms
with power redundancy).

n

Redundant Storage – Alert raised when one of the hard disks fails (only available on platforms with
storage redundancy).
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Related Task
Enabling System Alerts (page 88)

Enabling System Alerts
Use the following instructions to enable the system alerts.

Before you begin…
Read through Alerts (page 138) for an understanding of what each of the alerts does.

To enable alerts
1. Go to Configuration > System > Setup > Alerts.
2. For each of the listed alerts, decide upon which you need Enabled.
3. For each of the enabled alerts, select the types of notification to receive: Send Email, Send SNMP
Trap, or both.
4. If selecting CPU Utilization, Disk Usage, or NIC Collisions alerts, specify the Trigger Threshold
and Clear Threshold levels that cause the notifications to be sent.

NOTE
When the Trigger Threshold is reached, an alert
notification is sent to the administrator. When the Clear
Threshold values are reached, the notifications stop being
sent.

5. Click Apply Changes.

CPU Usage Report
The CPU Usage Report shows how hard the CPU is working over time for the selected time period. This
chart can answer questions such as, “Are some of the other issues I'm seeing with my traffic due to
overworking the appliance?" This chart can also ask questions such as, "I see the appliance's CPU is
highly utilized. What traffic issues could cause this to be happening?"
The CPU usage may be high due to a variety of processing intensive traffic characteristics.
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n

The number of new connections per second is high

n

The number of accelerated connections is high

n

The amount of acceleration traffic is - The appliance is encountering more accelerated traffic than it
can handle. If this is the case, latency can be introduced when the appliance queues the packets for
acceleration and cannot process them fast enough. Using virtual circuits, you can limit the amount of
accelerated traffic to be processed.

n

The type of traffic is analysis intensive - The appliance is encountering more analysis-intensive traffic
than it can handle. For instance, VoIP traffic is CPU intensive due to the processing required to compute the metrics such as rFactor, MOS, jitter, etc.

To diagnose a CPU usage problem, for each period where the CPU usage is high, compare with the
Connections report, the Accelerated Connections report, the Reduction report, and the VoIP solution
report.

Where do I find this report?
Go to Monitor > System > CPU Usage.
Where do I find the other reports for diagnosing the reason for high CPU usage?
n

The report for number of new connections can be found at Monitor > System > Connections.
See Connections Report for more details.

n

The report for the number of accelerated connections can be found at Monitor > System
> Accelerated Connections. See Accelerated Connections Report for more details.
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n

The report for the amount of accelerated traffic can be found at Monitor > Optimization
> Reduction. See Reduction Report for more details.

n

The report for VoIP traffic can be found in the Solution Center (Solution Center > Show Solution Center). See VoIP Report for more details.

How do I interact with the interactive flash time graphs?
n

To understand how to get a better look at traffic patterns and to remove clutter on the time graph,
see Using Interactive Time Graphs.

n

To understand how to set the desired time range for a chart, see Setting the Time Range.

n

To understand how to print the report or schedule the report, see Printing and Scheduling
Reports.

RAM Usage Report
The RAM Usage Report shows how much memory the appliance is using relative to the amount of
memory available for the selected time period. This chart can answer questions such as, “Could the
performance of my appliance be affected by insufficient RAM?"

Where do I find this report?
Go to Monitor > System > RAM Usage.
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How do I interact with the interactive flash time graphs?
n

To understand how to get a better look at traffic patterns and to remove clutter on the time graph,
see Using Interactive Time Graphs.

n

To understand how to set the desired time range for a chart, see Setting the Time Range.

n

To understand how to print the report or schedule the report, see Printing and Scheduling
Reports.

Connections Report
The Connections Report shows the number of concurrent connections as well as the connection
establishment rate over time for the selected time period. This chart can answer questions such as:
n

Is there an unusual number of connections or is the connection rate particularly high?

n

Could I be experiencing some form of denial of service attack or network problem?”

Systems that report unusually high spikes in the number of connections or the connection rate may be
experiencing some form of denial of service attack or network problem.

Where do I find this report?
Go to Monitor > System > Connections.
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How do I interact with the interactive flash time graphs?
n

To understand how to get a better look at traffic patterns and to remove clutter on the time graph,
see Using Interactive Time Graphs.

n

To understand how to set the desired time range for a chart, see Setting the Time Range.

n

To understand how to print the report or schedule the report, see Printing and Scheduling
Reports.

Accelerated Connections Report
The Accelerated Connections Report shows the number of concurrent accelerated connections as well
as the connection establishment rate over time for the selected time period. It also shows the number of
connections for each application acceleration type (SSL, SMB1, SMB2, NCP). This chart can answer
questions such as:
n

Is there an unusual number of accelerated connections or is the connection rate particularly high or
low?

n

Is my traffic being accelerated as I expect?

n

Am I close to or have I exceeded my licensed maximum number of accelerated connections?”

Connections over the licensed limit pass through the appliance without acceleration. If you are
concerned about exceeding your licensed maximum, you can set an alert so that you will be emailed or
so that the appliance will send an SNMP trap when the number of connections exceed your licensed
limit.
To find the report, go to Monitor > System > Accelerated Connections.
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The second chart shows accelerated connections for each type of accelerated traffic: SSL, SMB1,
SMB2, and NCP.

How do I know what my licensed accelerated connections limit is?
You can view the details of your license.
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1. Go to Configuration > System > Setup > License.
2. The Max AA Connections field in the current system license status reports your licensed limit.

How do I set an alert or send an SNMP trap when the number of accelerated
connections has exceeded my licensed limit?
1. Go to Configuration > System > Setup > Alerts.
2. Ensure the appropriate check boxes are selected for Max Accelerated Connections Exceeded.

NOTE
The appliance must already be configured for email or
SNMP.

Related Topics
Alerts (page 138)
Email Configuration (page 150)
Email Configuration (page 150)

How do I interact with the interactive flash time graphs?
n

To understand how to get a better look at traffic patterns and to remove clutter on the time graph, see
Using Interactive Time Graphs.

n

To understand how to set the desired time range for a chart, see Setting the Time Range.

n

To understand how to print the report or schedule the report, see Printing and Scheduling Reports.

Hosts Report
The hosts report shows the top hosts by data volume for the selected time period. Traffic inbound into
your LAN is reported separately from the outbound traffic. You can choose to view either the internal
hosts or the external hosts on the hosts report. These charts can answer questions such as:
n

What internal hosts are the top talkers and top listeners?

n

Which external hosts are top talkers from which internal hosts are retrieving information and which
external hosts are top listeners from which internal hosts are sending information to?

n

Could one host be choking out my network?
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Using this information you can determine if you need to create policies for these high data volume hosts.
You may want to create protection policies for your business critical server machines or create control
policies to limit hosts that are abusing the network.
Hosts are IP address endpoints in IP transactions and are usually client PCs or servers. During a flow,
traffic flows from one host to another. Typically, one host is considered internal to your network and the
other is external. Hosts that fall into a network object that was defined as internal are considered internal
to your network; Hosts that fall into a network object that was defined as external are considered
external to your network. Keep in mind that the traffic is inbound and outbound relative to your LAN – not
relative to the host. Therefore, inbound traffic for an external host means that host was sending data
inbound into your network.
You can drill into the host by clicking on the host name in the tables below the charts. This will show the
Applications Report for the host that you drilled into. You can then use the selector on the Applications
Report page to show URLs or conversations that involved the host.

The tables at the bottom of the report shows for each of the top hosts, the total amount of data, and the
maximum and average throughput rates, the number of packets, and the number of flows for the
selected time period. More network metrics, such as, round-trip time (RTT), network and server delays,
and TCP efficiency can be shown by clicking on the Show Details link in the tables.
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Where do I find this report?
Go to Monitor > Hosts.
To show only internal hosts or external hosts
Use the Select Hosts to View selector at the top of the page.
How do I interact with the pie-based reports?
You can hover over the pie slices to view the amount of data transferred as well as view the
percentage of the pie. Note that the pie is showing only the top items, so the proportion is relative to
the top items - not relative to all the traffic through the appliance. That is, if one wedge showed 50%
of the traffic, that means it is 50% of the top items, not 50% through the appliance.
n

To understand how to set the desired time range for a chart, see Setting the Time Range.

n

To understand how to drill into the data to find particular filtered data, see Drilling into the Data.

n

To understand how to print the report or schedule the report, see Printing and Scheduling
Reports.

Reduction Report
The Optimization Reduction Report shows the amount of traffic reduction achieved due to WAN memory
techniques. It also shows the amount of reduction per Exinda appliance peer and per application.
These charts can answer questions such as:
n

Am I achieving the amount of reduction overall that I am expecting?

n

Is a specific application achieving the amount of reduction that was expected?

The chart can show the traffic reduction over time as either throughput or percentage reduction. You
can also choose the traffic direction to report on - inbound, outbound, or bi-directional.
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When reduction statistics are displayed as throughput, there is one time series plotted for LAN
throughput and one for WAN throughput.

When displayed as percentage reduction, it displays one line graph to represent the reduction ratio,
which compares the amount of data transferred after Exinda or to the amount of data transferred before
Exinda:
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The table below the graphs show reduction statistics broken down by peer, which is a remote Exinda
appliance, as well as by Application.

Where do I find this report?
Go to Monitor > Optimization > Reduction.
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How is the reduction ratio calculated?
Reduction Ratio = (Data Transfer Size Before Exinda - Data Transfer Size After
Exinda) / Data Transfer Size Before Exinda

How do I interact with the interactive flash time graphs?
n

To understand how to get a better look at traffic patterns and to remove clutter on the time graph,
see Using Interactive Time Graphs.

n

To understand how to set the desired time range for a chart, see Setting the Time Range.

n

To understand how to print the report or schedule the report, see Printing and Scheduling
Reports.

VoIP Performance
The graph shows 3 series, the number of "Good", "Tolerable" and "Bad" calls over time. The table below
the following chart lists the worst quality inbound and outbound VoIP calls for the specified time period.
n

Good (green) - Number of calls with a MoS greater than 4.

n

Tolerable (yellow) - Number of calls with a MoS between 2 and 4.

n

Bad (red) - Number of calls with a MoS less than 2.
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What is MOS?
MOS (mean opinion score) is a measure of the call quality. Historically, users would listen to calls and
would report whether their experience was good or bad on a 5 point scale. Modern systems, such as
the Exinda appliance, automate MOS testing taking into account network dependency conditions. The
scores have the following meaning.
5 - Perfect. Like face-to-face conversations or radio reception.
4 - Fair. Imperfections can be perceived, but the sound is still clear. Cell phones calls are typically rated
fair.
3 - Annoying.
2 - Very annoying. Nearly impossible to communicate.
1 - Impossible to communicate.

What is rFactor?
rFactor is a measure of the call quality in IP networks taking into account network delay and
impairments. rFactor ranges from 0 (extremely poor quality) to 100 (high quality). Any rFactor less than
50 is not acceptable.
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How do I set up this report?
The report for VoIP traffic can be created by visiting the Exinda Solution Center.
1. Go to Solution Center > Show Solution Center.
2. Under Application Performance, click VoIP Performance > Run.
A confirmation screen opens.
3. Click Ok.
The report opens.

NOTE
Once the report has been set up, you can access it by
clicking Solution Center > VoIP Performance.

Hosts and Users in Real Time
The Hosts in Real Time monitor shows the top internal hosts by bandwidth consumption observed by the
Exinda appliance during the last 10 seconds. This report can answer questions such as, “My link is
congested; which hosts are on my network right now?”
The Hosts in Real Time monitor shows inbound host traffic separately from outbound host traffic. The
traffic is sorted by transfer rate. The packet rate and number of flows for each application in that 10
second period is also shown and optionally the user name of the internal hosts. The Distribution
percentage shows the proportion of bandwidth consumption of each host relative to all hosts. You can
set the chart to refresh frequently or infrequently or not at all. Each refresh shows 10 seconds of data.
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Where do I find this report?
Go to Monitor > Real Time > Hosts/Users.
To show the user associated with the internal hosts
Check the Show Users checkbox.

NOTE
Active Directory must be configured on the Exinda
appliances before user names can be displayed in
reports. See "Integrate with Active Directory" on page 10.

Application Drill-in Report
The Application Drill-in Report shows the top applications by data volume for the selected time period.
The applications report shows inbound traffic separately from outbound application traffic. These charts
can answer questions such as, “Which applications are part of the application group that I clicked on?
Which applications did a particular user or host use?”
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You can drill into the application by clicking on the application name in the tables below the charts. This
will show the Hosts Report that use that particular application.

The tables at the bottom of the report shows for each of the top application groups, the total amount of
data, and the maximum and average throughput rates, the number of packets, and the number of flows
for the selected time period. More network metrics, such as, round-trip time (RTT), network and server
delays, and TCP efficiency can be shown by clicking on the Show Details link in the tables.
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Where do I find this report?
This report can only be found by drilling in from other reports, such as application group, hosts,
users, conversations, subnets.
To create a custom application
See the Configure Custom Application.
How do I interact with the pie-based reports?
You can hover over the pie slices to view the amount of data transferred as well as view the
percentage of the pie. Note that the pie is showing only the top items, so the proportion is relative to
the top items - not relative to all the traffic through the appliance. That is, if one wedge showed 50%
of the traffic, that means it is 50% of the top items, not 50% through the appliance.
n

To understand how to set the desired time range for a chart, see Setting the Time Range.

n

To understand how to drill into the data to find particular filtered data, see Drilling into the Data.

n

To understand how to print the report or schedule the report, see Printing and Scheduling
Reports.

Printing and Scheduling Reports
Monitoring reports can be exported as a PDF document, saved as a scheduled report, or can be
printed directly from the Web UI. The following icons appear on the top-right of the interface:
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Print: Clicking on the Printer icon will open a new browser window and format the current report
suitable for printing. It will then prompt you to select a printer.

NOTE
The print option is not available from the new application,
subnet, and virtual circuit monitoring pages.
n

Schedule PDF: Clicking on the schedule icon will save the report configuration to the scheduled
reports. It will prompt you for a report name, the scheduled frequency, the email addresses to send it
to, and optionally a password if you choose to password protect the PDF.

n

PDF: Clicking on the PDF icon will render the current report as a PDF document and prompt you to
save or open the PDF file once complete.

NOTE
Printed report and PDF reports may appear slightly different
from the reports displayed on the Web UI.

Conversations in Real Time
The Conversations in Real Time monitor shows the top conversations by throughput observed by the
Exinda appliance during the last 10 seconds. This report can answer questions such as:
n

My link is congested; who's doing what on my network right now?

n

I think I have a problem with a particular host or subnet; what is that host or subnet doing right now?

n

Is the traffic being accelerated or processed by Edge Cache properly?

n

Is the traffic passing through my High Availability or Cluster correctly?"

The Conversations in Real Time monitor shows inbound conversation traffic separately from outbound
conversation traffic. The conversations are represented as external IP, internal IP, and application.
Some traffic types will show extra information, such as the URL for example, in square brackets
following the application. The traffic is sorted by transfer rate. The packet rate and number of flows for
each conversation in that 10 second period is also shown. You can set the chart to refresh frequently or
infrequently or not at all. Each refresh shows 10 seconds of data.
The Conversations in Real Time monitor can help you diagnose the following by:
n

Filtering the conversations by IP address or subnet

n

Showing the user name associated with the internal IP address

n

Showing which policy the conversation falls into
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n

Allowing connections within a flow to either be shown individually or to be grouped together

n

Highlighting accelerated conversations (in yellow) and indicating the acceleration technique being
used

n

Highlighting conversations that have been processed by Edge Cache (in blue)

n

Indicating how the conversations is flowing through the high availability cluster

n

Indicating if you are seeing asymmetric traffic

Where do I find this report?
Go to Monitor > Real Time > Conversations.
To understand the acceleration and high availability icons & colouring
When a conversation has been accelerated by the Exinda appliance, the conversation is highlighted
in yellow and the application acceleration technologies being applied to that conversation are
displayed on the left-hand side as a series on icons.
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For example, the FTP connection below is accelerated (shown in yellow) and is also been processed
by WAN Memory (indicated by the icon).

When a conversation has been processed by Edge Cache (see the Edge Cache "How-to" Guide), it
is highlighted in blue.

The following legend describes the meaning of each acceleration icon.
WAN Memory: The connection is been processed by WAN Memory.
CIFS Acceleration: The connection is been processed by CIFS Acceleration.
SSL Acceleration: The connection is been processed by SSL Acceleration.
NCP Acceleration: The connection is been processed by NCP Acceleration.
MAPI Acceleration: The connection is been processed by MAPI Acceleration.

When an appliance is deployed in a High Availability (HA) or Clustering mode, the following icons
may also appear next to each conversation.
Asymmetric: The traffic is asymmetric, and is not being accelerated.
Locally Bridged: The connection is passing through this appliance in the cluster.
If the row is colored yellow, then the flow is remotely accelerated.
Remotely Bridged: The connection is passing through another appliance in the cluster.
If the row is colored yellow, then the flow is remotely accelerated.
Locally/Remotely Bridged: The connection is passing though both this and other appliances in
the cluster. (Asymmetric traffic)
If the row is colored yellow, then the flow is remotely accelerated.
Locally Bridged + Locally Accelerated: The connection is passing through this appliance in the
cluster and is being accelerated on this appliance.
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Remotely Bridged + Locally Accelerated: The connection is passing through another appliance
in the cluster and is being accelerated on this appliance.
Locally/Remotely Bridged + Locally Accelerated: The connection is passing through both this
and other appliances in the cluster and is being accelerated on this appliance. (Asymmetric
traffic)

When an appliance is deployed in a High Availability (HA) or Clustering mode, the following icons
may also appear next to each conversation.
To filter by IP address or subnet
Simply type the IP address or subnet in the IP/Subnet Filter field at the top of the screen and click
Apply. The conversations can be filtered by IPv4 or IPv6 addresses.
To show the user associated with the internal hosts
Check the Show Users checkbox.
To group individual connections within a flow as a single line item or to show each connection
as a separate line item
Toggle on or off the Group checkbox at the top of the screen.
To display the policy the conversation falls into
Select Show Policies checkbox at the top of the screen.
Trouble-shooting virtual circuits and policies
If you are unsure whether traffic is being processed properly by the virtual circuit or the policies
within your virtual circuit, it is best to use real time monitoring to determine if traffic is hitting your
virtual circuit as you would expect.
1. On the Real Time Conversations screen.
2. Select Show Policies checkbox at the top of the screen to group the conversations by virtual circuit and policy.
3. Look at the traffic falling under your virtual circuit to decide if the correct traffic is in there.
4. If there is traffic that you were expecting that is not there, look in other virtual circuit groups to see
where you expected traffic is.
5. If your traffic is falling into the wrong virtual circuit, check the definition of the affected virtual circuits and ensure the most specific virtual circuit is higher in the policy tree.
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Understanding the Conversation Report
When a conversation has been accelerated by the Exinda appliance, the Conversation is highlighted in
yellow and the Application Acceleration technologies being applied to that conversation are displayed
on the left-hand side as one of a series on icons. For example, the FTP connection below is accelerated
and is also been process by WAN Memory.

When a conversation has been processed by Edge Cache (see the Edge Cache "How to" guide) it is
highlighted in blue.

The following legend describes the meaning of each icon.
WAN Memory: The connection is been processed by WAN
Memory.
CIFS Acceleration: The connection is been processed by CIFS
Acceleration.
SSL Acceleration: The connection is been processed by SSL
Acceleration.
NCP Acceleration: The connection is been processed by NCP
Acceleration.
MAPI Acceleration: The connection is been processed by MAPI
Acceleration.

When an appliance is deployed in a High Availability (HA) or Clustering mode, the following icons may
also appear next to each conversation.
Asymmetric: The traffic is asymmetric, and is not being
accelerated.
Local: The connection is passing through this appliance in the
cluster.
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Remote: The connection is passing through another appliance in
the cluster.
Local/Remote: The connection is passing though both this and
other appliances in the cluster.
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Modifying the Dual Bridge Bypass settings
To modify acceleration settings
1. Go to Configuration > System > Optimization > TCP.
2. Modify the Dual-bridge bypass setting. If checked, it is enabled.

To modify monitoring settings
1. Go to Configuration > System > Setup > Monitoring.
2. In the Monitoring Options section, modify the Dual-bridge bypass setting. If checked, it is
enabled.
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Disk storage explained
The Exinda appliance has the capability to dynamically change the amount of storage allocated to
system services. The Storage configuration page allows you to see how much disk storage is currently
allocated to each system service, as well as the amount currently in use. Users can re-size and
reallocate disk space as required. The storage for particular services, such as CIFS, Edge Cache, and
WAN Memory, can be encrypted, if desired.

CAUTION
Before changing the size of a partition, you must remove the
encryption on the partition and put the appliance into
Bypass mode.

The disk storage map shows which services are using disk storage and their current status. It also
shows the amount of storage allocated to each service with their amount of free space and minimum
storage requirements. Particular services have the capability to be encrypted. Whether the storage for
those services are currently encrypted is also indicated.
The Disk Configuration section shows a summary of storage by disk partition.
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Related Topics
Configure Storage with CLI (page 117)
Storage (page 122)
Bypass (page 123)
NIC Configuration (page 124)

The Disk Storage Map
Service – the services using disk storage
Status – the status of that storage; the disk storage may be in one of several states, depending on which
operation has been selected:
n

available – The storage is online and available to the service.

n

growing – The storage size was increased, and the file system is being reconfigured to use the
newly created space.

n

shrinking – The storage size was decreased, and the file system is being reconfigured to use the
decreased amount of storage available.

n

formatting – The storage is being formatted.

n

checking – The storage file system is being checked for consistency.

n

error – The storage is in an error state. Further information about the error will be displayed in a
status message at the top of the form.

n

unavailable – The storage is not available.

Free – the amount of free storage available, shown as the number of bytes as well as a percentage of
available space
Size – the total amount of storage allocated for this service
Minimum – the minimum amount of storage required for this service
Encrypted – identifies whether the storage for the service is currently encrypted or not
Operation – options to perform operations on the storage (resize, format, encrypt).

Related Tasks
Resizing disk storage for a service (page 116)
Deleting all data stored for a service (page 116)
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Resizing disk storage for a service
Use the following instructions to resize the disk storage for a service. These instructions apply to each
service.

To re-size
1. Go to Configuration > System > Setup > Storage.
2. Find the entry for the service in the table.
3. In the Size column, edit the amount of storage available to a service.

NOTE
The storage size can be specified in terms of kilobytes
(K), megabytes (M), gigabytes (G), or percentage (%). Use
% when entering a storage size to indicate a storage
amount as a percentage of free space available. This can
be useful when re-allocating storage between services entering 100% will increase the storage size by the
currently unallocated space.

4. On the same row, click Resize.

NOTE
When decreasing the amount of storage available to a
service, the service may be stopped until the storage
operation has completed. If you are decreasing the
amount of storage to less than is currently being used,
then the entire contents of the storage for the specified
service will be discarded.

Deleting all data stored for a service
Use the following instructions to delete all data from the disk storage for a service. These instructions
apply to all services
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To delete service data
CAUTION
Formatting a services storage will remove all associated
application data and should not be necessary in most cases.
Contact Exinda Support if you are unsure if this is necessary.

1. With your browser, open the Exinda Web UI.
https://UI_IP_address.

2. Type the User Name and Password.
3. Click Login.
The Exinda Web UI appears.
4. Ensure you are in Advanced mode.
5. Click Configuration > System > Setup > Storage.
6. Find the entry for the service in the table.
7. On the same row, click Format.

Configure Storage with CLI
The formula used to allocate a default storage size for each system service is shown in the table below,
together with an example for the 6062 platforms.

CAUTION
Before changing the size of a partition, you must remove the
encryption on the partition and put the appliance into
Bypass mode. See "Bypass" on page 123 or "NIC
Configuration" on page 124.
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Formula:

6062:

HDD size: M GB, X GiB1

HDD size: 1000GB (928GiB)

Base OS: 14GiB

Base OS: 14GiB

Data Storage: X – 14

Data Storage: 928 – 14 = 914GiB

By default, the data storage is divided up as follows:
CIFS: 15%
Monitor: 15% or 10GiB, whichever is larger

CIFS: 15% = 58GiB

User DB: 1GiB

Monitor: 15% = 129GiB

Virt: 50GiB (not available on 2060)

User DB: 1GiB

WM (wan-memory): 55%

Virt: 50GiB (supports virt)

Edge Cache: 15%

WM (wan-memory): 55% = 474GiB
Edge Cache: 15% = 129GiB

Fixed amounts, for example User DB and Virt, are allocated first, then the percentages are used to
distribute the remainder.

NOTE
To change amount of storage allocated to system services,
use the CLI storage command. For a complete list of
storage commands, see "Storage" on page 122.
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EXAMPLE
A 6062 is to be used for Control, Monitoring and Edge Cache only. Redistribute the
default storage allocated for Virt, CIFS and WM (wan-memory) to the Monitor and
Edge Cache services.
To show the amount of storage allocated to each service, use the show storage CLI
command:
(config) # show storage
Services:
cifs: available - 127.45G free of 129.67G total
edge-cache: available - 127.45G free of 129.67G total
monitor: available 126.97G free of 129.45G total
users: available - 974.62M free of 1024M total
virt: available - 49.04G free of 50G total
wan-memory: available - 467.01G free of 474.65G total
Disks:
sda9 (internal): in use - 914.22 GB
Total:

914.22G

Unallocated: 00

To redistribute the Virt, CIFS and wan-memory storage, first shrink the amount of
storage allocated to these services to the minimum. The minimum size for each
service is shown in the table below:

Service

Minimum Size

cifs

1GB

edge cache

1GB

monitor

10 GiB or current usage, whichever is larger.

users

500 MiB or current usage, whichever is larger
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Service

Minimum Size

virt

500 MiB or current usage, whichever is larger

WM (wan-memory)

5 GB

To re-size a storage service, use the storage service <service> size command, and use the show
storage tasks command to check the progress:
(config) # storage service wan-memory size 5G
(config) # show storage tasks
Storage tasks:
Resize wan-memory to 5G: executing
(config) # show storage tasks
No pending tasks

Resize the storage for virt and CIFS services:
(config) # storage service virt 512M
(config) # storage service cifs 1G
(config) # show storage
Services:
cifs: available - 859.88M free of 1024M total
edge-cache: available - 127.23G free of 129.45G total
monitor: available - 126.97G free of 129.45G total
users: available - 974.62M free of 1024M total
virt: available - 363.91M free of 512M total
wan-memory: available - 4879.63M free of 5120M total
Disks:
sda9 (internal): in use - 914.22 GB
Total:

914.22G

Unallocated: 647.82G
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There is now 647.82G of storage to be allocated to the edge-cache and monitor services. Increase the
monitor space by 73.03G to a total of 200G.
(config) # storage service monitor size 200G
(config) # show storage service monitor
Service: monitor
Status:

growing

Encrypted: no
Free:

132.07G

Size: 200G

NOTE
The status field is shown as growing whilst the resize
operation is in progress. When the operation is complete,
the status will change to available.

Now use the remainder of the disk (approximately 574.79G) to incurease edge-cache to 706.71G (or
723671.04M).
(config) # storage service edge-cache size 723671.04M
(config) # show storage
Services:
cifs: available - 859.88M free of 1024M total
edge-cache: available - 695.43G free of 706.71G total
monitor: available - 196.42G free of 200G total
users: available - 974.62M free of 1024M total
virt: available - 363.91M free of 512M total
wan-memory: available - 4879.63M free of 5120M total
Disks:
sda9 (internal): in use - 914.22 GB
Total: 219.02G
Unallocated: 12M

The status field is shown as growing whilst the resize operation is in progress. When the operation is
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complete, the status will change to available.

NOTE
HDD manufacturers label storage capacity using a base 10
convention, where 1GB = 1,000,000,000 bytes. On the Exinda
appliance storage sizes are represented in GiB, where 1 GiB
= 1,073,741,824 bytes. So the actual storage of a hard disk,
when represented in GiB, is less than what is labeled.

Storage
You can use the storage command to manage the disk storage used by system services.

CAUTION
Put the Exinda appliance into bypass before changing the
partition size of wan-memory. See "Bypass" on page 123 or
"NIC Configuration" on page 124 for more information.

Configuring storage
storage {service|tasks}
show storage

To manage the disk storage for specified services:
storage service {edge-cache|cifs|monitor|users|wan-memory|virt} {format|size}
n

format - Format the volume being used by the specified service

n

size - Resize the volume being used by the specified service

To clear the current storage tasks list:
storage tasks clear

Viewing storage configuration
To show the current storage configuration:
show storage [{disk|raid|service|smart|tasks}]
n

show storage - Show summary storage details

n

show storage disk [<disk>] - Show storage disk details for all or a specified disk
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show storage service {cifs|edge-cache|monitor|users|virt|wan-memory} - Show the

current storage running state for the specified service.
n

show storage tasks - Show currently running storage tasks (e.g. size or format operations)

n

show storage raid adapter [<A>] - Show all information about RAID adapters.

n

show storage raid adapter <A> logical - Show information about logical drives on a spe-

cified adapter.
n

show storage raid adapter <A> drive - Show information about physical drives on a specified

adapter.
n

show storage raid adapter <A> eventlog {last <N>|all} - Show the eventlog for a spe-

cified adapter. Use "last <N>" to show the last N events.
n

show storage smart device <device> attributes - Show S.M.A.R.T. vendor attributes and

values
For examples of storage configuration, see "Configure Storage with CLI" on page 117.

Bypass
You can use the bypass command to indicate which bridge mode you want during normal operations
and following a failure. During a failure, the appliance can stop traffic as if the ethernet cables are not
connected, or the appliance can fail-to-wire where the traffic passes through the box unaffected and
unmonitored.

Configuring Bypass Settings
bypass bridge {all|<bridge_name>} {auto-failover|running|failure}

To set the bypass mode when in the running (non-failure) state:
bypass bridge {all|<bridge-name>} running {active|bypass|no-link}
n

running active - Active or normal operation.

n

running bypass - Bypass or fail-to-wire mode.

n

running no-link - No link mode where the ethernet cables are disconnected.

To set the bypass mode for the failure state. Bypass pairs can be placed into either bypass
(fail-to-wire) or no-link (ethernet cables disconnected) state.
bypass bridge {all|<bridge-name>} failure {bypass|no-link}
n

failure bypass - Bypass or fail-to-wire mode.

n

failure no-link - No link mode where the ethernet cables are disconnected.
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NOTE
Depending on the hardware appliance and the type of
interface cards installed, fail to wire or bypass settings may
be configured globally or per bridge. Not all bypass options
are available on all hardware.

To configure the bypass settings to automatically failover to the failure settings in the event of
a failure or to remove auto-failover:
[no] bypass bridge {all|<bridge_name>} auto-failover

Configuring Watchdog Auto-reboot
To enable or disable the system watchdog. The watchdog will reboot the Exinda appliance in
the event of failure:
[no] watchdog enable

NIC Configuration
The NIC settings page is used to set the speed, duplex, and MTU of the System NICs, to set the
behavior of the bridges in the event of an appliance failure (for example, fail to wire), and to set the
behavior of the second port in a bridge pair when the first port goes down (for example, link state
mirroring).

Interface Settings
You need the Exinda appliance and devices that are connected to the appliance to have the same
speed and duplex settings for their network interfaces. In most cases the default settings will work as the
Exinda is setup to auto-negotiate. However, some equipment is not compatible with this.
If the appliance and connected devices are using different speeds and duplex settings, the devices
may not communicate and traffic may be dropped. In this case, you may notice collisions, errors, packet
loss, and network delays on the Exinda NICs, which will cause the System health status to show as
"Warning" and the offending interface(s) will be highlighted.
To resolve this, check if the router or switch is hard-coded to a speed or duplex setting. If hard-coded,
then either set all devices to auto-negotiate or set the Exinda device to the same speed and duplex
mode.

NOTE
For further troubleshooting, click on the system warning or
view the NIC Diagnostics by clicking on the View
NIC Diagnostics link.
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Figure - Set and view the speed, duplex, MTU of NIC interfaces

Fail to Wire (bypass)
The Fail to Wire (bypass) settings control the behaviour of the Exinda appliance bridges in the event of
failure, power outage or reboot. Depending on the hardware appliance and the type of interface cards
installed, fail to wire or bypass settings may be configured globally or per bridge.

Figure - Independently controllable bypass bridges

Figure - Globally controllable bypass bridges

Link State Mirroring
With link state mirroring, the Exinda appliance will bring down the second port of a bridge if the first port
goes down. This feature allows the Exinda appliance to sit between a WAN router and a switch without
blocking detection of switch outages by the router. This is a global setting that is applied to all enabled
bridges.
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Figure - Configure link state mirroring

Where do I find this configuration?
Go to Configuration > System > Network > NICs.
To configure the NIC interfaces
1. In the interface table, you will see:
n

Interface - Each interface corresponds to a physical port. (e.g. eth1, eth2)

n

Media - Indicates the interface media. The options are Twisted pair or Fibre.

n

HW Address - Indicates the MAC address of the interface.

2. Specify the Speed and Duplex at which the Exinda will negotiate with neighboring equipment.
Use Auto speed to allow the Exinda appliance to auto-negotiate the speed with neighboring
equipment.
Use Auto duplex to allow the Exinda appliance to auto-negotiate the duplex with neighboring
equipment.
3. Specify the MTU (maximum transmission unit) size in bytes.
4. View the Link Status.
The link status shows whether the interface is up/down, the link is up/down, as well as the
speed/duplex that has been negotiated with the neighboring equipment.
5. Click Apply Changes.
To configure the failover mode of the bridges
1. For each bridge, check the Enable Failover checkbox and set the On Failover status.
On failover, the bridge will be automatically moved to the specified mode.
Bypass - The traffic passes through the Exinda appliance but is not intercepted or manipulated.
No-link - The bridge interfaces are forced to link state down (as if the cables are not plugged into
the interfaces).
2. Click Apply Changes.
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To configure the current running mode of the bridges (e.g. active, bypass, no-link)
1. For each bridge, you will see:
n

Bridge - The name of the bridge. Where available, bridges can be controlled independently;
otherwise they will be controlled globally.

n

Status - The current status of the bridge.

2. Specify the Running Mode of the bridge.
n

Active - The bridge is active and traffic is being intercepted by the Exinda appliance.

n

Bypass - The traffic passes through the Exinda appliance but is not intercepted or manipulated.

n

No-link - The bridge interfaces are forced to link state down (as if the cables are not plugged
into the interfaces).

3. Click Apply Changes.
To configure link state mirroring
In the Link State Mirroring section, check the Enable checkbox.
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Chapter 7: Controlling Traffic Based on
Users
After reviewing the traffic patterns of the users, it may be necessary to implement optimization policies to
ensure a positive user experience for key applications or traffic types. By limiting the traffic usage for a
specific group of users, network availability can be increased for other user groups.

NOTE
Active Directory must be configured before optimization
policies can target specific users and groups. See "Integrate
with Active Directory" on page 10.

See the following for more information:
Configure Network User Objects

129

Defining and removing users as dynamic network objects

129

Defining and removing user groups as dynamic network objects

130

Optimize Traffic Based on Users and Groups

131
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Configure Network User Objects
The Network Users page displays a pre-populated list of users (and their associated IP addresses) from
either the Exinda AD Connector, or from static users entered using the CLI. Select which individual
users you want to define as dynamic network objects. Once a user is defined as a dynamic network
object, the object can be used in the Optimizer policies.

Related Tasks
Defining and removing users as dynamic network objects (page 129)

Defining and removing users as dynamic network objects
Use the following instructions to define a users as dynamic network objects, and if necessary, remove
them. The instructions focus on dealing with one user at a time, but you can define or remove many
users by selecting multiple checkboxes.

To define a user as a dynamic network object
1. Go to Configuration > Objects > Users & Groups > Network Users.
2. Find the user in the listing.
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TIP: If you have many users, use the links at the top of the page to help find the user.
3. Select the checkbox for the user.
4. At the bottom of the page, click Add Network Object.
The Network Status icon for the user changes to , indicating it is a network object.

To stop identifying a user as a dynamic network object
1. Go to Configuration > Objects > Users & Groups > Network Users.
2. Find the user in the listing.
TIP: If you have many users, use the links at the top of the page to help find the user.
3. Select the checkbox for the user.
4. At the bottom of the page, click Remove Network Object.
The Network Status icon for the user changes to , indicating it is no longer a network object.

Defining and removing user groups as dynamic network objects
Use the following instructions to define and, if necessary, remove a user group object.

To define a group as a dynamic network object
1. Go to Configuration > Objects > Users & Groups > Network Groups
2. Find the group in the list, and click Edit.
3. To map all users within the selected network group to the network object, select Map to Network
Object.
4. Select Ignore Domain to exclude the domain prefix.
5. Click Apply.
The Network Status icon for the group changes to

, which indicates it is now a network object.

If the dynamic network object is created from multiple groups, the groups are combined into a
single entry and each domain is identified after the group name.

To remove a group as a dynamic network object
1. Go to Configuration > Objects > Users & Groups > Network Groups
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2. Locate the group in the list, and click Edit.
3. Clear the Map to Network Object checkbox.
4. Click Apply.
The Network Status icon for the user group changes to
object.

, which indicates it is no longer a network

NOTE
If the dynamic network object was created from multiple
groups, each group is again listed individually in the list.

Optimize Traffic Based on Users and Groups
Create policies that affect the traffic based on the source or destination host.

NOTE
Active Directory must be configured before optimization
policies can target specific users and groups. See Integrate
with Active Directory (page 10).

1. With your browser, open the Exinda Web UI.
https://UI_IP_address.

2. Type the User Name and Password.
3. Click Login.
The Exinda Web UI appears.
4. Ensure you are in Advanced mode.
5. Click Configuration > Optimizer > Policies.
6. Type a name for the policy.
7. Set the required bandwidth and acceleration parameters.
8. In the Filter Rules area, select the network user or network group object in the Host source and destination fields, and specify the ToS/DSCP or Application traffic to be affected.
9. Click Create New Policy.
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NOTE
Once the desired policies are in place on all Exinda
appliances, restart the Optimizer. On the appliance status
bar, click Restart.
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Chapter 8: Troubleshoot issues with
Active Directory configuration
This section of the manual deals with troubleshooting information related to Active Directory. If you are
experiencing issues with the Active Directory integration, these troubleshooting topics may help resolve
the issue.
See the following for more information:
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Exinda Appliance Reboots Every Night
Problem
When multiple installations of the Exinda AD Connector have the Send Active Directory user and
group information to Exinda appliance(s) at startup option selected, the Exinda appliance can
become overwhelmed with duplicate data from the connectors, which can cause the appliance to shut
down.

Resolution
1. On each instance of the Exinda AD Connector, check whether the Send Active Directory user
and group information to Exinda appliance(s) at startup option is selected.
2. If the option is selected on more than one instance, deselect the option on all Exinda AD Connectors.
3. Choose one instance of the Exinda AD Connector, and select the Send Active Directory user and
group information to Exinda appliance(s) at startup checkbox, and click OK.

WMI Service is not running
Problem
When I try to access the Exinda AD Connector, a message opens that states “The installer has detected
that WMI Service is not running. Consult Windows Help files to find information on how to start WMI Service.”.

Resolution
This message indicates that Windows Management Information (WMI) service is disabled. The Exinda
AD Connector will not be able run correctly until the WMI service is started.
To start the WMI service, at a command prompt type the following command: net start winmgmt

System account showing in traffic reports
Problem
When viewing conversations, the IP address and username of an account created for signing SMB
traffic is being displayed as generating traffic rather than the actual user generating the traffic.
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Resolution
When SMB signing is configured and enabled, the SMB signing account is the last user account
registered as using an IP address, the Exinda AD Connector transfers the SMB signing account as the
username that is generating the traffic. To ignore the SMB signing account and report the traffic as
being generated by the actual user, configure the Exinda AD Connector to ignore the SMB signing
account. See "Exclude specific usernames from reports" on page 20.

No Communication Between the Exinda AD Connector and the
Exinda Appliance
Problem
You see one of the following symptoms:
n

A connection cannot be established between the Exinda AD Connector and the Exinda appliance.

n

The Last Contact status on the Configuration > System > Network > Active Directory tab is
blank or red.

Resolution
1. Ensure your firewall allows incoming and outgoing traffic on the port configured for the Exinda appliance to communicate with the Exinda AD Connector

The IP addresses are not being mapped to the AD users and
groups
Problem
When integrating the AD client with the Exinda appliance, the IP addresses are not being mapped to the
users and groups on the Exinda appliance.

Resolution
Logon auditing must be enabled for IP address to be mapped to the users.
You can investigate by verifying whether the domain controller is logging particular event IDs. If these
events are absent then you will need to enable logon auditing.
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1. In the Domain Controller, go to Event Viewer > Windows Logs > Security Logs.
o

For Windows Server 2008, 2008 R2, 2012, and 2012 R2, you should see Event ID #4624

o

For Windows Server 2003, 2003 R2, you should see Event ID #528 and 540.

If the Domain Controller is not logging these events, then you need to enable logon auditing on the
domain controller and renumerate the AD client on the Exinda appliance.
1. In the Domain Controller, go to Start menu > Administrative Tools > Group Policy Management Snap-in.
2. In the Group Policy Management tree, go to your domain, expand the Group Policy Objects node,
and select Default Domain Controllers Policy.

3. Right click on Default Domain Controllers Policy and select Edit from the context menu.
4. In the Group Policy Management Editor dialog box, expand the tree and select Computer
Configuration > Policies > Windows Settings > Security Settings > Local Policies > Audit
Policy.
5. In the policy list on the right, click on Audit logon events and ensure that Success is checked.
6. On the Exinda appliance,go to Configuration > System > Network > Active Directory.
7. Click the Renumerate button.
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8. Apply the changes by executing the following command using a CMD console in the Domain
Controller:
gpupdate /force

Exinda AD Connector stops running
Problem
Even after restarting the Exinda AD Connector or the Exinda AD service the Exinda AD Connector does
not continue running, and requires constant restarts.

Resolution
1. The Exinda AD Connector requires .NET version 4.0 for it to run successfully on a server other than
the Active Directory server. Ensure .NET 4.0 or later is installed on the server running the Exinda AD
Connector.
2. If the Active Directory server is running Windows 2003 R2, ensure the Exinda AD Connector is
installed directly on the Active Directory server.
3. Review your event logs for .NET Run Time errors, and attempt to resolve those errors. The .NET
installation may need to be reinstalled and the .NET 4.0 services and other environmental services
such as WMI may need to be updated.

Excluded Users Still Appear on the Exinda Appliance
Problem
Even though a user name has been added to the Excluded list on the Exinda AD Connector, the
username continues to appear associated with traffic on the Exinda appliance.

Resolution
1. Verify that the username on the Excluded tab of the Exinda AD Connector matches the username in
Active Directory.
The username is case sensitive. For example, if the Active Directory has the user Domain/Test.User,
and the excluded list has the user as Domain/test.user, the traffic is not excluded.
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NOTE
Regardless of the case of usernames in Active Directory,
the Exinda appliance displays the usernames with the first
name capitalized and the surname in lower case; for
example Domain/Test.user. Do not use the value in the
Exinda appliance when adding a username to the
Excluded list.

2. If the case matches on the usernames, restart the AD Client Service and renumerate the Exinda
appliance.

Related Topics
See the following for more information:
Change the state of the Exinda AD Connector (page 26)
Request updated user and group information from the Active Directory server (page 20).

Changes to the Exinda Active Directory Controller have no effect
Problem
After making changes to the configuration of the Exinda Active Directory Controller, the information
reported on the Exinda appliance appears to be the same as before the changes.

Resolution
To ensure the latest configuration is being used, restart the AD Client Service and renumerate the
Exinda appliance.

Related Topics
See the following for more information:
Change the state of the Exinda AD Connector (page 26)
Request updated user and group information from the Active Directory server (page 20)

Alerts
Alerts will notify you when there are issues or potential issues with either the Exinda appliance system
(such as CPU utilization and memory paging) or with your traffic (such as an application performance
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score dropped).The alerts can either be sent by email or by SNMP traps. Use the alerts to ensure the
system and your network is operating the way you need it to.

NOTE
To email alerts, valid SMTP and email settings are required.
See Email Configuration (page 150). Recipients of the email
alerts are configured where SMTP is configured.
To send SNMP traps, valid SNMP settings are required. See
SNMP Configuration (page 143).
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Some alerts are enabled with no option to disable, but for all alerts you need to decide if you want email
notifications and/or SNMP traps. For some alerts, you can specify operational thresholds to trigger or
clear the alerts.

Specified Thresholds Exceeded
n

SLA Latency – Alert raised when the specified latency for an SLA object is exceeded.

n

SLA Loss – Alert raised when there is loss for a SLA.

n

APS – Alert raised when the defined threshold for an APS object is exceeded.
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n

APM – Alert raised when the defined threshold for an APM object is exceeded.

n

Connection Limiting – Alert raised when one or more Virtual Circuits has connection limits
enabled, and the threshold was reached.

n

Max Accelerated Connections Exceeded – Alert raised when the number of accelerated connections exceeds the licensed limit. Connections over the licensed limit pass through the appliance
and are not accelerated.

Particular Traffic Patterns Detected
n

Asymmetric Route Detection – Alert raised when traffic from a single connection comes in to the
network through one interface or node, and goes out through another interface or node.

n

SMB signed connections – Alert raised when SMB signed connections are present.

n

MAPI Encrypted Connections – Alert raised when encrypted MAPI traffic to a Microsoft Exchange
server is detected on an Exinda appliance. Encrypted MAPI traffic cannot be accelerated.

Appliance Issues
n

CPU Utilization – Alert raised when the CPU utilization threshold is reached. The defaults are 95%
and 80% busy respectively.

n

Disk Usage – Alert raised when the used disk space threshold is reached. The defaults are 7% and
10% free respectively.

n

Memory Paging – Alert for memory use and paging.

n

NIC Collisions – Alert raised when collisions are present on the interfaces. The defaults are 20 and
1 per 30 sec respectively.

n

NIC Link Negotiation – Alert raised when the speed/duplex on an interface is set to auto, but it is
negotiating at half duplex and/or 10Mbps.

n

NIC Dropped packets – Alert raised when dropped packets are present on the interfaces.

n

NIC Problems - RX – Alert raised when RX errors are present on the interfaces.

n

NIC Problems - TX - Alert raised when TX errors are present on the interfaces.

n

System Startup – Alert raised when the Exinda appliance boots up.

n

Bridge Link – Alert raised when one of the links on an enabled bridge is down.

n

Bridge Direction – Alert raised when the appliance cabling is incorrect. In most cases, it indicates
the Exinda WAN interface has been incorrectly plugged into the LAN and vice versa.

n

Redundant Power – Alert raised when one of the power supplies fails (only available on platforms
with power redundancy).

n

Redundant Storage – Alert raised when one of the hard disks fails (only available on platforms with
storage redundancy).
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Related Task
Enabling System Alerts (page 88)
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Chapter 9: SNMP Configuration
The Exinda appliance allows data export to SNMP systems. Configure the SNMP settings or download
the Exinda SNMP MIB.

NOTE
To disable or enable SNMP traps for system alerts, see
Alerts (page 138).

See the following for more information:
Configuring SNMP

145

Removing an unwanted SNMP Community

146

Downloading the SNMP MIB file

146

Changing SNMP authentication for Admin user

147

Temporarily stopping the sending of SNMP traps

147

Removing Trap Sink servers

148
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Defining SNMP trap destinations
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Configuring SNMP
Use the following instructions to configure SNMP.

Procedure
1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > SNMP > SNMP Configuration.

2. Enable the following, as needed:
n

SNMP

n

SNMP Traps

n

SNMP Multiple Communities

NOTE: When the Multiple Communities option is disabled, the Community list area does not appear.
3. In the Sys Contact field, specify the syscontact variable in MIB-II.
4. In the Sys Location field, specify the syslocation variable in MIB-II.
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5. Type the Read-only and Default Trap community string.
NOTE: When the Read-only community is changed to have a value that does not match an existing
community, a new SNMP community is added to the list.
6. Click Apply Changes.

Removing an unwanted SNMP Community
Use the following instructions to remove an unwanted SNMP community.

Procedure
1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > SNMP > List of configured SNMP Communities.

2. In the list of SNMP Communities area, select the checkbox next to community entry and click
Remove Selected.

Downloading the SNMP MIB file
Use the following instructions to download the SNMP MIB file. The file contains additional monitoring
information.

Procedure
1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > SNMP.
2. Under SNMP Configuration, click Download SNMP MIB .
The EXINDA-MIB.txt file downloads to the location you specify.
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Changing SNMP authentication for Admin user
Use the following instructions to change the SNMP authentication for the Admin user.

Procedure
1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > SNMP > SNMP v3 Admin User.

2. If you need to enable Admin User, select the checkbox.
3. From the Authentication Type spin-box, select either SHA1 or MD5.
4. From the Privacy Type spin-box, select either AES-128 or DES.
5. If necessary, change the Authentication Password by typing the new password.
6. If necessary, change the Privacy Password by typing the new password.
7. Click Apply Changes.

Temporarily stopping the sending of SNMP traps
Use the following instructions to disable the sending of SNMP traps to the sink server.
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Procedure

1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > SNMP > Trap Sinks.
2. In the list, select the checkbox for server and click Disable Trap Sink.
3. To re-enable the server, select the server from the list and click or Enable Trap Sink.

Removing Trap Sink servers
Use the following instruction to remove a trap sink server.

Procedure
1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > SNMP.

2. In the Trap Sinks area, select the server from the list and click Remove Server.

Defining SNMP trap destinations
Use the following instructions to define where SNMP traps are sent.
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Procedure
1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > SNMP.

2. In the Add New Trap Sink area, specify the hostname or IP address of the SNMP trap sink server.
TIP: You can specify IPv4 or IPv6 addresses, or a hostname.
3. Type the Community string for the SNMP trap sink server.
4. Select the appropriate SNMP trap type to send to the sink server.
5. Click Add New Trap Sink.
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Chapter 10: Email Configuration
An SMTP server is required for sending email from the Exinda appliance. The appliance can email
scheduled reports, system alerts, and auto-support notifications. Initially, you must configure the
connection to the SMTP server, and then manage the users who receive the system notifications.
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See the following for more information:
Configuring SMTP Server settings

152

Adding notification email recipients

152

Testing the SMTP configuration

153

Removing notification email recipients

153
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Configuring SMTP Server settings
Use the following instruction to configure the SMTP server settings.

Procedure
1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > Email > SMTP Server.
2. In the SMTP Server Name field, type the name.
TIP: You can use IPv4 or IPv6 addresses, or DNS names.
3. In the SMTP Server Port field, type the port number.
NOTE: The default port number is 25.
4. In the "From" Address field, type the email address from which the system alerts and report notifications should be sent.
5. If authentication is required, select the SMTP Authentication checkbox, and provide the Username and Password.
6. If necessary, select the Use Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) checkbox.
7. Click Apply Changes.

Adding notification email recipients
Use the following instructions to add new notification email recipients.

Procedure
1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > Email > Add New Notify Recipients.
2. In the Email Address field, type the email address.
3. Select the types of notifications the user should receive:
n

Verbose Detail—Send detailed event emails to the user.

n

Info Emails—Send informational emails to the user.

n

Failure Emails—Send failure emails to the recipient.

4. Click Add New Recipient.
The new recipients are added to the Notify Recipients list above.
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NOTE
The types of emails being received by a user cannot be
modified. To change which emails a user receives, you must
first delete the user, and then add the email address again
with the appropriate types of notifications selected.

Related Tasks
Testing the SMTP configuration (page 153)
Removing notification email recipients (page 153)

Testing the SMTP configuration
Use the following instructions to test the SMTP configuration.

Procedure
1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > Email > Add New Notify Recipients.
2. Add your own email address and click Add New Recipient.
The list in the "Notify Recipients" section above updates.
3. In the Notify Recipients section, click Send Test Email to All.

Related Tasks
Adding notification email recipients (page 152)
Removing notification email recipients (page 153)

Removing notification email recipients
Use the following instructions to remove users from the list of notification email recipients.

Procedure
1. Go to Configuration > System > Network > Email > Notify Recipients.
2. In the list, select the user to be deleted.
3. Click Remove Recipients.
The user is removed from the list, and will no longer receive email notifications.
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Related Tasks
Testing the SMTP configuration (page 153)
Adding notification email recipients (page 152)
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